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Mr. Andrl; Dhquae, Minister of Colonies

PREFACE

The Ministry of Colonies presents today "The Ten-Year

Plan for the economic and social development of Ruanda-

Urundi." It may be of interest to explain the particular signifi-

cance of this publication.

After the iirst world war, Belgium accepted to hold the

Mandate for these territories which formed part of German East

Aftica. These regions were poor, entirely lacking in equipment

and yet overpopulated. Our country undertook the task of de-

veloping them and raising the population as a whole to a level

of civilization comparable to our own.

In 1943, the Belgian Government voluntarily accepted to

replace the Mandate by the Trusteeship regime, instituted by the

United Nations Organization. This agreement was approved by

Parliament. We were in this way confirming our commitment

to ensure the precedence of the natives' interests and to promote

their progress.

The Ten-Year Plan is the solemn and detailed expression of

this intent.

It is not an abstract Utopia, nor a purely economic scheme.

Based on the respect of man, it was elaborated primarily for the

men and women of Ruanda-Urundi, it announces deep and sub-

stantial improvements in their conditions of life. Agriculture and

livestock breeding will be perfected, industries will be created,

hospitals, schools and a university will be organized. It answers

spiritual and intellectual needs as well as material requirements.

For the inhabitants of Ruanda-Urundi, the Ten-Year Plan

is a- promise made to them by Belgium: it is also the guarantee

of a better future. This is what it really means.

The Plan was conceived in a very comprehensive way. Be-

fore considering future prospects, it gives a detailed account of

the present situation. Therefore, it represents a general survey

of the current economic and social problems in Ruanda-Urundi

and constitutes an exceptionally valuable work of reference.

It was drawn up by the Administration of these territories

under the impulse and supervision of Vice-Governor General

PETILLON. It was then examined and discussed in Brussels at

conferences presided by the Minister of Colonies.

All those who have contributed to this work are entitled to

our congratulations and our gratitutde, but special mention is

due to the local civil servants and agents who have furnished

the greater part of the effort.

* * *

It is not enough to draw up a plan of expansion, it must
also be implemented. We shall certainly meet with difficulties,

for we intend to accomplish important transformations. The ob-
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stacles we shall have to conquer will sometimes be technical, and

sometimes they will be of psychological nature

That is why we must have the assistance of the scientists

nnd teclmi arTbut also the collaboration of the civrl servants

^S of the populations of Ruanda-Urund,. In tb»

Sort m faTr of their welfare, we expect them to co-operate

With

Whatever their goodwill, their knowledge and their cour-

se In" e" ometimi disappointed in their expectanons by the

coursT of events: may Providence assist us m this great task we

have undertaken.

Andr£ DEQUAE,
Minister of Colonies,



INTRODUCTION

Mm the Belgian Congo Plan, we now have die "Ten-Year Plan

for the economic and social development of Ruanda-Urundi.

The introduction of the latter shall be shorter: w vat was expressed

with such power and clan:y, a year and half ago, by Mr. WIGNY, then

Minister of Colonies, need not be repeated here. For, tn a longer intro-

duction, we could but re-state the same principles expound identical

considerations. In particular, we should have to recall that a Plan means

foresight and even long-term foresight; and we cannot foresee every-

thing We should aLso have to say that this Plan was drawn up m a

given time, that allowance has been made for all known factors and, to

a reasonable extent, to the present evolution of the juncture; if cir-

cumstances follow a different evolutmn, the implementation of the Plan

will have to be modified. We should also have to confirm what was

tod? true of the Congo Plan: that this is not a compulsory set oi

instructions. Each year, after having approved it as a whole and corrected

k as may be judged advisable. Parliament will vote the necessary credits

for its progressive application and so control its realization and decide

upon the adjustments winch the Government might propose according

to circumstances. .. „

Belgium's policy is the same in Ruanda-Urundi as m the Congo.

In both territories, it is guided by the same fundamental precept the

precedence of the natives' interest; the same thought is also shared by

those who bear responsibilities at various levels and on different planes;

similar methods, inspired by common ideals, rule their action.

* * *

1 ike the Congo Plan, this Ten-Year Plan is a work of good faith,

submitted to the study and criticism of all who care to take interest m

it No doubt, it is incomplete and imperfect. But it would also be true

to say that everything has been done, in the given time, to avoid ntt*

takes and prevent omissions. Those which will nevertheless be discovered

were probably inevitable; for this is not the work of one man, nor or

a group, but 'the collective work of all who En some capacity were nor-

mally expected or able to participate in it.
...

As early as April 1950, the structure and detads of this Plan were

discussed at the Council of the Vice-Governor General at Usumbura;

manv personalities, representing all the interests concerned were invited

to hear it The Council studied it in Committees and in full meetings,

and unanimously approved the Plan, "with conviction and enthusiasm.

Later, as the drafting was pursued, they consulted, either in parncu-
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kr or in groups, experts from all quarters: natives and non-natives,

officials and private persons, laymen and churchmen, Belgians and for-

eigners. Criticism was welcomed and any requested co-operation was

"iven gladly. Extensive lectures made the Plan known in the country,

to audiences composed mainly of natives, and great care was taken to

ensure that they fully understood its scope and significance. As soon as

the local work was concluded, it was sent to Leopoldville, where at was

studied in the offices of the General Government in order to give the

Governor General an opportunity to add his observations finally, it

was submitted to the Minister of Colonies who, with some officials or His

department, amended it before giving his approval.

I * *

Thou eh in various respects it may appear similar to the Belgian

Congo Plan, the Ruanda-Urundi Ten-Year Plan had to be distinct from

the "former. The legal status 0? the two territories is d.herent; their

budgets are separate; above all, their problems are deeply di.ssim.lar.

"Hence the same policy, the same methods, when applied to these

two neighboring regions of Africa, by the same nation with strong and

clear traditions", must be expressed by differently structured programs.

The populations, their density, their distribution, their way of lite;

the soils their composition, their value, their natural destmations; the

resources', their scope and nature; the various breeds of cattle and their

political social and economic significance; the customs, their origin their

rules and their objectives; the political structure and its social and judicial

consequences—all these elements, which are infinitely complex and intri-

cate are fundamentally different in the Congo from m Ruarida-Urundi.
'

That is why appropriate, often opposite, solutions must be given to

the problems in the two countries.

This work is intended to explain the problems of Ruanda-Urundi

as well as the technical answers suggested to solve them.

* # #

But in Ruanda-Urundi, more than elsewhere perhaps, technical solu-

tions will remain a dead letter if we do not first of all consider the

sole vital problem, that of the native and his habits of behavior. Nothing

can be achieved without first solving this question.

What would be the use of realizing the drafted programs at the

cost of a ercar deal of money and toil, if the populations of the Ter-

ntory remained aloof and uninterested? What would be the outcome ot

the huge and co-ordinated labor of all those whose business it is to plan,

command or carry out orders? We must be convinced that without the
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ing regions.

A the pastures of smooch-haiW m+ w»
greatlylest^ horns; a land of shepherds and •ff^^f *g£
ers and minstrels governed by aristocrats who are also shrewd poll i

n torn them 'originated that idea, of life which -mr.es ago, spr d

and took root everywhere: to be a shebuja a lord lw '"t

happy contemplation of his ^«^.^^$^S8£
agus"; or to be an umugaragu , a diem, in trie service

^

whom one flarters to receive favors which will enable
one

^
«»>

W

the lord of other humbler "abagaragus ffl quest of serfdom ana

constitute one's own court.
.

This ideal of life can be understood, but today the majority f he

natives themselves consider ir as obsolete. Moreover,

is immutable or permanent, except perhaps among strictly «i«d rr-

b

j

who live off the land and respect its laws. Now Ruanda Urund »»

las long inaccessible, is becoming increasingly Integra e-d n fejW
circuit: Shove all, Ruundu-Urundi has long ceased to r pe *e^s ot

rhe land For the herds, the forest was cut down and the arame area

^s graduS teduced, while the number of men and women to be d

was growing all rhe time. The cow became the .^*,XZh2£
ro i cult The cattle fatcened on pastures which were conun ull> psing

°xt nded. while men forgetful of the laws of«
more unreasonable yields from a dwindling soil. And the soil reywtea

EKhausted it refused to go on feeding these ever more numerous men

and cattle: and then came the years of famine.

This state of things should have been remedied centimes ago. Bu

V
srare

f, „n rhe on! itical system, the social
nMiMM was centered on the cow. tne pnmiedi *y

t^tu^meiVs ambitions and their destiny. In ,solatio y
o

the country as a whole- but in their individual

lived in their "ingos". Without contact with each
,

orher

b

apathetic, incediblv improvident, imprisoned m their narrow bel t,,,

without any horizons, or needs, or desires, they were
:

obst^c by a

single notion: the "cow-complex" which determined the r..,*ot each

one. "After the Mwami, nothing is superior ro the cow said native

wisdom, . , ,

This is what must be abolished. Already, by the contact wttfe the

new civilisation brought by the men from the outside world, other in-

ters ™ born in the minds of the new elite, bur the ancient ob-
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session remains powerful and the masses continue to live according to

the customs of

f' m cooperaaon of the Bamis the Chiefs

persuasion. For it will not be enougn to u
fa

will also be necessary to reach the Kg, ^
m^ a

the beside

to correct his temperament and transform his life And rm

XfA'SiSn^* wth the condidon of man '

"utTere is nS!
"

Trusteeship Territory, the economic and

"£ SSK&tSZ I- to be reformed in this new

^iSSttttSEli primarUy conceded with the

However before achieving their autonomy, they will have to build their

and education, they will have to acquire sufficient polrtic il maturity

What more efficient method is there to accomplish all this than to

is now almost concluded, and which will^mj^""^
tion of the country by the creation of partly elected Councils.

This reform is the indispensable complement of this Ten-Year

Plan it will make U possible to solve the problems connected with tl^

ca noniic and social development; it will satisfy the wishes of the Trus-

Sp Council; and it wit? provide Belgium with a new »

achieve the great task she has assumed in undertaking ro make of this

naturally poor Territory one of the happy lands of the world.

* * *



MWAMI CHARLES MUTARA RUDAHIGWA, KING OF RUANDA.

THE POPULATION AND ITS NEEDS

A. THE NATIVE POPULATION AND ITS NEEDS

1. THE NATIVE POPULATION

As concerns the general evolution of the native pop^ions, then-

density and distribution, their birth-rate and death-rate and he pro

pective importance of the custom-ruled locations and A^ r

coutumiers/
5 0) the demographic characteristics of Ruanda-Urund. arc

very different from those of the Belgian Congo.

The native population of Ruanda-Urundi totalled p 882,^2 lo

habitats oli December 31, 1949. The popul^n of the Belgian Congo

which is 45 times the area of Ruanda-Urund i, is scarcely o uw* more

nUm
O°n%^aS is of a conservative interpretation of available demo-

.rap^c statistics, the population of Ruanda-Urund, appears capable of

h a asing by 100,000 inhabitants annually in normal circumstances h t

s by some l% f
and this tendency may be cxpected to

.

dgrfg, sn 1 fg-

ther as a result of improvement in the conditions of life. At this rate, the

population would be doubled in less than 40 years.
P F

Up to date, emigration to "centres extra-coutumiers has been insigni-

ficant- less than 2# of the population. This is a consequence of the more

bXJS mentality of thi.Un«y> people and of the^™,
expansion of the Trusteeship Territory, whik m the f^^^ "

grew to such proportions that the "centres extra-coutumiers now account

for about 20% of the total population.
m«te«x

The demographic density, which vanes considerably in the different

regions, is exposed by an avera.ee of 184.00 inhabitants F^q. mile

This is the highest figure in Central Africa, wh.le the figure for the

Belgian Congo is only 12.28. tt^„«j; on,1

This exceptional density of the population m Ruanda-Urundi and

its numerical increase constitute the most alarming ^|«feP^
Lem of the country, where the kind is overworked and of an insufficient

yidd owing to degradation of the soils, unfavorable weather condmons

and lack of water. .

.. .. .

f ,

Emigration to the Belgian Congo, which began in 1947 has to a

limited extent remedied the oversaturation of the Territory Up to date

it has conduced to the displacement of 24,000 inhabitants. According to

"

(]) Self-governing native groups within a -white community.

( II ) Area^of Ruanda-Urutuh is 20,994 sq. m.

Area of the Congo is 908,469 sq, m.
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„ dbYthe Ten-Year Han, che emigmion of 100,000

«, K^isrjs ***** the econom

t0 de" the country, this ^ f §°f essential factors of

ritory incpablc of Wwg W^SS * the export and processmg

a Snal posits in Aft terrtories where labor,«

of the taw materials from ^""^rft of its population, -ncor*

S3 SS^V^^jf^"^
***** of **^SJfS^3R

ConSI by 'another ^pical
|^J- fr0

8
m h iUock to bilk*

This dispersion constitutes he m9«
populations remain scattered

stac,e to any civilian, ?n the shadow of this apathy

as they are to-dav, they will contin«<
, .

f s bopr.d to fail.

£ front of which anv attempt to £P««** ures direc.ed

The only solution resides '%c

f
tu^"

on
P
,hould succeed in creating

towards progressive of pro.ress-e.ampk .
«i-

aBglometations in which fe tW 1

opportunity to develop,

dative and compecinon-wou d be S£en
0f progressive regrouping

The Ten-Year Plan considers "^ y
w;n be initiated by a

over a number of ten-year period ™LF% be multiplied later, in

TtSlX number of pi^^^^rf vUlnges whid. are expected

order to provide the C»nW^««
j ^ publicity campa.gns,

2. LABOR

On December 31^f
Urundi, representing ^^ workers_0f whom over one-

This figure 38,324 part-time workers, i.e. re-

third ore employed in inuusir)

12

sDCCtivelY afld 35^ of the t0 proportion—
a

sign of the

present deeree of labor stability—is the result of patient and untiring

efforts which the Administration proposes to continue and intensify.

Labor employed in Ruanda-Urmzdi.

The essential problem relating to labor is insufficient output, and

this reflects a situation that applies to the whole active population. This

state of things—which can be observed in various degrees in all African

Territories— is due to manv causes, of which the principal are obstacles

raised by custom, deficiencies in food and sanitation, lack of professional

education and insufficient technical qualifications. These factors are de-

scribed at length in the Ten-Year Plan.

Under the impulse of the Administration and private enterprise,

the traditional native mentality, characterized by the habit of communal

work. is being gradually reformed; this can only be a long-term policy and

a rapid evolution cannot be expected.

The weak constitution of the worker, which is due both to an in-

adequate diet and to his unsatisfactory state of health, is one of the main

factors of his low output. These factors will be progressively offset by

the measures—detailed further on—considered by the Ten-Year Plan in

the field of food and medical care.
.

.

Progress in the field of professional training will be stimulated by the

realization of the Ten-Year "Education program, characterized in particu-

lar by a more practical orientation of elementary education and by the

extension of professional education.

The lack of qualifications is an obstacle to output which may be

Gradually removed bv the creation of "Qua) ification Juries." The task of

these juries is to hold examinations for workers of the various crafts and

give a formal appreciation of their professional skill which will make it

Possible to establish wage-scales based on the results of these examinations.

The fact that this institution, owing to lack of co-operation on the

part of the employers, has not vet attained any great measure of success

in Ruanda-Urundi, seems to indicate that contrary to former expectations,

no organic solution will be found without resorting to legal measures.

Concerning labor wages, if from the economic point of view the

present level is justified considering the poor quality of the majority of

workers, from the social point of view, it cannot be held to be satisfactory.

The Government's policy is to tend by gradual stages towards a minimum

standard and then go beyond that, when the various measures applied to

improve the quality of labor have produced results. Already to-day, the

minimum wage-rate is established each year by a decree on the basis of a

table of minimum requirements drawn up in accordance with the pro-

posals of the "Committee for Labor and Social Progress."
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Among other measures included in the Ten-Year Plan with refer-

ence to labor, let us quote the improvement of the workers housing
5

con-

ditions-^ which more is said further on-and the creation of a Service

of Inspection of Labor Conditions.

f *

Mechanization, another important aspect of the problem of the out-

put of fob*, could find many applications m Ruanda-Urund.. m the

sectors where it would contribute to lowermg the cost of production or m-

"^pfa^tZ field will be achieved mainly by, private initiative,

though the State must nevertheless fulfil a double function:
_

(a) co encourage and promote initiative by realizations such as

vocational guidance, extension of vocational training, etc.

(b) to carry out the progressive mechanization of those Of 1$ serv-

ices that are suitable' for it, such as road-building yards, etc.

Emigration of labor.

Apart from the labor employed inside the country i which we have

just anaivzed), about 15,000 natives of Ruanda-Urundl work in the

Belgian Congo, while from 30 to 40.000 workers emigrate for some

months each year to the bordering British territories.

The emigration of labor to the Belgian Congo is due, on the one

hand to the recruiting effected bv the mining and agricultural companies

of the Congo, and on the other hand, to the movement of labor that hnds

employment for some months of the year in the reeions around the Kivu

lake Out of a total of 14 371 laborers employed m the Belgian Qmm on

December 31, 19-19, 5.929 were working in the mining industries, whose

contemplated recruitment from Ruanda-Urundi amounts to about 1,«UU

to 1,500 workers per annum for the next ten years.
. ,

As for the seasonal emigration of labor to the territories or Eastern

Uganda and Tanganyika, it began during the German occupation and has

increased since bv reason of the development of these recions, but its

drawbacks greatly outweigh its advantages. It is true that it ensures a

relatively important inflow of currency, but on the other side, it involves

the absence of a large number of women and children during many

months of the vear. Furthermore, in spite of the precautions taken by the

Public Authorities, it constitutes a sanitary danger, and m practice it takes

place in the majority of cases without any control.

It appears iikelv that this migratory movement will tend to de-

crease and cease altogether as the economy of Ruanda-Urutidi expands.
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3. FOOD

As far back as it goes, the natives' oral tradition reports that Ruanda-

Urundi never ceased to be a prey to periodical famine and dearth.

The food supply is a difficult problem in this steep country, where the

soil is generally eroded and poor, the climate unreliable and where fur-

thermore, the regions favorable to agriculture are overpopulated.

The' diet of the native population—which varies according to race

and social rank—presents the following general characteristics;

U An abundance of glucides derived principally from sweet potatoes;

a large quantity of vegetable proteins, provided mostly by beans and

2. An Almost total absence of vegetable fats and, for the majority of

natives, of animal fats; an insignificant supply of animal proteins:

— the altitude does not permit the growth of the oil-palm, and the

other oil-seeds are practically unknown in the country.

meat is very scarce and too expensive, and represents only a scant

contribution.— nsh is still consumed only by a small percentage of the population

3. Important quantities of green vegetables are occasionally consumed.

4. A taste for milk, though only the Batutsi consume it regularly.

5. An important consumption of fermented liquors.

According to the estimation drawn up in the Ten-Year Plan on the

basis of the current figures of the population's needs in food and avail-

abilities in foodstuffs, meat, milk and nsh, the balance shows a shortage of

ar least 11,300 Tons(I> of animal proteins and 44,200 Tons of fats, and

a surplus of at least 98,100 tons of vegetable proteins and 625,400

tons of glucides. - , ,

The essential problem for the coming years is to check the degra-

dation of the soil, which is overworked and is growing constantly

poorer. To achieve this, it will be necessary—as expounded in the Ten-

Year Plan—to effect a selective reduction of the cattle, to relieve the

overpopu lated zones by causing the transfer of a part of their present

inhabitants to less populated areas, to specialize the agricultural pro-

duction of the various natural regions, to persuade the natives to alter

rheir way of life and to promote a valorization of products by the crea-

tion of local industries.

One of the aims of the agricultural expansion program is to develop

cultivation in certain regions destined to become main sources of supply.

Moreover, the qualitative improvement of nutrition will be pursued

by the multiplication of the sources of supply in fats—in particular by

intensifying the culture of groundnuts, soya, oil-palms, as well as by the

(I) All indications of weight are calculated in metric Tons. (1 metric

Ton — 0.9S4 avoirdupois Ton J.
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extraction of cotton-oil—md in animal proteins, by a better organization

of native stock raising, together with a rational use of livestock products

and the expansion of fishing and pisciculture.

These general provisions will be completed by a certain number of

measures intended to correct the nutritional deficiencies of "priority

groups": pregnant women, young mothers, babies, school-children and

workers.

The implementation of the program outlined above allows us to

expect within ten years—in spite of the increase in population, which may

be estimated at 25%—a progressive improvement of the food balance.

Furthermore, in order to assess the value of this improvement, we

ought to be able to take into account the following important factors,

which form part of the prospective realizations of the Ten-Year Plan,

but whose results will only become gradually appreciable;

— scientific research and experiments with a view to increasing

productivity.
, ,— the valorization of certain regions, among which the Ruzizi

plain is as yet the only one for which certain results can be

evaluated.

the emigration of a part of the excess population to neighboring

non-saturated regions. ....
a progressive increase of the native income, which will make it

possible to purchase increasing quantities of imported foods.

the production of synthetic proteins extracted from vegetable

by-products and residues.

4. THE WATER SUPPLY

On water depend the fundamental problems that determine the

development of the African continent. It would be vain to attempt to

solve them without first satisfactorily solving the hydrographic questions.

This observation is particularly true of Ruanda-Urundi, where the

data of this vital problem are: irregular rains, a general tendency to

drought which has already led to the disappearance of all permanent

water reserves in certain regions, intense and destructive erosion.

Our knowledge of the water cycle and hydrographic peculiarities is

still too incomplete and fragmentary to enable us to give a systematic

solution to the problem of water in this country, That is why the study

of these facts is—together with the prospective realizations regarding

water supply—an integral part of the Ten-Yeai program in this field,

which may be summarized as follows:

— Knowledge of ecology in all its aspects and of the water cycle

and all its factors, in order to increase seepage.
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- The study of hydrology to order to make <* * «ins

and secure their MMtte and strengrhenmg. ^
the^^"^ «- »d ensuring

requisite hygiene:

The- nrosiram envisions 4V3 simpie
. .

»A- involving special methods of piping.

_ Improvement of .he conditions of water drawing in custom-ruled

districts:

nearer to the homes, ^1 * 0-9*67 foun-
_ The program provides for the improvement of 19,257 Wm

rata* and 1 728 wells or catchments:

- in the regions with abundant resources, small fountains

will be installed on the springs.

to te regions with limited resources where MWd
SrfJ do" not suffice, wells will be sunk and equipped

WithWpS, or deep drillings will be bored.

he egions wuh scant resources, the fountains eau.p-

pfcf Sg sources —111 be coupled with wells or

deep drillings.

first practical measures might consist in digging of drams

_ (MT, Bugesera M-i

Wi RuzVzi): water might be supplied by wells

equipped w ith

J

hand- or force-pumps, irr.gaiion, reser-

voirs or the restoration of veins.

_ Drains of swampland, with a view to strengthening the veins

md at the same 'time incteasing arable areas.

1 Increase of arable areas by means of irrigation.
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little trenches intended to prevent tricklmg and feed the

In "the nations deprived of water or with scant resources,

"
h wd! be

S
neceSsary to dig supply trenches over each catch-

mem.

5. CLOTHING

For the native of Ruandn-Urundi, clothes are a means of protection

average increase has been as from 1 to 3.
Ten-Year

According to the detailed assessment reproduced n the

se of mes than the native of the Congo, as ,n many Cs, ,
t he use

hem both for the night and in day-time on account o the cohi 1h »

whv Ruanda-Urundi consumes oyer a million rugs, i.e. one per >

ISibtoS to be compared with 1 per 7 "t^^fflW
It would appear reasonable to estimate that as m the Bcl^iai Lcmgo

the JonZpdo^of textiles will probably reach an average 0 16 yar

r*r hc-id in ten years rime, but. if we consider the tact that ruga «

continue r be frequentlv used as a piece of clothing, it would be , se

evoecc onlv a three-fold increase in the consumption of textiles, dut

S ^ 'approximately W million yards. As or rugs, the consump-

tion nw be expected ro attain a total of 2 million units « ten years

time, which is twice the presenr figure.

6. HOUSING AND THE ARRANGEMENT OF URBAN

CENTERS
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the population still live in the antique straw-huts—or to the "centres

extra-coummiers," where we observe an increasing concentration of

populations composed mainly of workers.

The magnitude of che task—which includes the solution of the

problems of the supply of water, firewood, timber and various building

materials, as well as, in the centers, of the problems of power, light,

public thoroughfares, evacuation of garbage, etc.—the _
considerable needs

and the very limited resources had hitherto made it impossible to draw

up a general scheme of work and had always imposed provisional solu-

tions.

The program of systematic action envisaged by the Ten-Year Plan

as the opening phase of a long-term policy, can be summarized as follows:

Hamklg m the custom- ruled Inuiimns.

To build and organize real villages composed of houses complying

with the requirements of hygiene is an essential task, the answer to a

vital need.

In 1948, the Government started to build salubrious houses in the

interior of the counnv, which were made available to the natives against

long-term payments, but except in a few districts, this experiment aroused

no enthusiasm among the population.

Tn the future, the program of construction of salubrious houses will

be drafted according to the suggestions of the territorial adminisrrations

on che basis of local circumstances and the necessity of progressively pro-

moting the creation of native agglomerations. As far as possible, con-

struction will be mechanized and standardised.

Homing in the "centres extra-coutu?mers".

The main "centre extra-coutumier" is Usumbura, with approximately

15,000 inhabitants. The other "centres extra-coummiers" and cities are

far less populated, but all of them, with the exception of Rumonge

on lake Nyanza, are situated next to a non-native city which determines

rheir imporrance and development.

The detailed study of town-planning in these centers and cities will

be entrusted to the local authorities or, in the case of Usumbura, to an

"Office des Centres Extra-Coutumiers."

The area of the individual plots will vary according to the date of

origin of these centers, the improvement of public services and achieve-

ments in the field of hygiene.

The distribution of drinking and household water, already realized at

Usumbura, will be arranged in the extensions of the capital and in the

other centers and cities.

Medical, sanitary and social services are projected to complete those

that already exist; the same goes for the schools and churches.
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The task of the "Office des Centres Extra-Coutumiers" is to build,

acquire, -arrange and plan homes and other buildings for the resident

population. This bureau will be in charge of the planning of die various

centers and will establish an annual program of work.

The workers' villages will follow, with the necessary adjustments, tne

measures adopted for the "centres extra-coummiers".

Native Administrative Centers.

It has become urgent to create in each chieftaincy a center to pro-

vide the inhabitants with advantages that the community^ cannot otter

in its traditional way of life. This instrument of administration is or con-

siderable significance in a country where the population is so extremely

scattered Further, the creation of such centers is destned to feting an

essential contribution to the progressive elevation of the custom-ruled

community, by initiating and perfecting its political education, and at the

same time furthering its economic evolution.

The program projected by the Ten-Year Plan tends to set up an ad-

ministrative center in each chieftaincy. In the course of the next ten

years, the buildings lacking in the various centers will be constructed for

this purpose, provided that those that already stand are not situated out-

side a limited' dispersion -area. The implementation of this program is

based on an order of priority founded on the demographic factor and on

the degree of usefulness of the requisite buildings.

7. HYGIENE

In Ruanda-Urundi the medical problem, which is closely connected

with the question of native nutrition, dominates human productivity and,

on a broader plane, the elevation of the native population's standard of

life.
, .

The principal diseases which medical and prophylactic action is.

endeavoring to control in this country are, as listed in the Ten-Year Plan:

sleeping sickness, malaria, exanthematous typhus, smallpox, cerebro-

spinal meningitis, typhoid, diseases of the alimentary canal, amoebic

dysentery and helminthiasis, recurrent fever, consumption, leprosy, dis-

eases of the respiratory organs, venereal diseases, eye complaints, benign

and rodent ulcers.

The medical protection of the mother and child consists m the

organization of prenatal and nursing advisory services and the preventive

quininization of babies.

Considerable work has already been accomplished. As shown by the

experience acquired in the course of some thirty years, it will be neces-

sary to intensify sanitary and prophylactic action in all sectors and at
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tions, which menus;
. m

_ to provide the four main cenrerj with a hospital for m*» -d

dispensaries, raising the total figure to 182.

Better protection for the mother and child, that is:

• _ co adapt the existing maternity wards to answer new require-

rnencs. . .

— w sec up maternity wards in the new limitations.

_ °
Lrise the number of nursing advisory serv.es, the total

fieure to be raised from 44 to 72.

— „ organ* prenatal consultations in all hospitals and dispensar-

ies where European personnel is available.

— to institute pediatric centers in the native cities.

„,s:a=s--rjssaabkSWS

ascertainment of tuberculosa:

_ the parasite-control campaign will require 4 teams of 20 nurses

aides and 110 workers.

_ the quininharion campaign will mainly concern prevent.ve qu n

inization of infants, aiming at a yearly average of 35 grs. per

_ Stainment of the sleeping sickness wfll be intensified by the

adjunction of 2 teams to the present 7.

k Um i» to be cut at the disposal of each hospital with a
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The construction of a new medical laboratory at Astrida and a Jab-

oratory of hygiene at Usumbura,

The construction of a drug warehouse at Usumbura.

# # *

The implementation of this program in the next ten years will re-

quire considerable increases in the European and native sniff and in the

medical services, as can be seen by the following figures:

— the European personnel will be increased from 78 to 138 units,

— out of this total, the number of doctors will be increased from
39- to 82, and the number of medical assistants and sanitary

agents from 42 to 54.

— rhe native staff will be increased in the following proportions:

there will be 108 medical assistants instead of the present 26,

430 hospital attendants instead of 39, 642 nurses' aides instead

of 214 and 93 obstetric assistants instead of IS.

Recruitment of this native personnel will be made possible by the

following training institutions:

— medical assistants: the medical section of the Astrida School

Group (active now).
— hospital attendants: 4 schools (to be set up within ten years) at

Usumbura, Kigali, Kitega and Ruhengeri.
— nurses' aides: 4 schools at Usumbura, Kigali, Kitega and Kabgayi

(active now).
— obstetric assistants: 4 schools, of which 2 are active now fat

Kabgayi and lbuye) and 2 to be created (at Usumbura and
Astrida)

.

8. EDUCATION

From the social angle, education must contribute to the progressive

accession of the natives to a philosophy of life which they would be in-

capable of attaining by their own means. The economic preoccupations
which inspire it are consistent with the social ideal, as they tend to pro-

vide knowledge of professional techniques, not only with a view to in-

creasing the number of trained auxiliaries equipped with the European
"know-how" but also in order to stimulate native economy by the in-

troduction of various skills and crafts.

The following program, which is a brief summary of the detailed

exposition given in the Ten-Year Plan, was drawn up in accordance with
these considerations:
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in terms of quantity, the extent of the effort in each branch of

- « adapted to meet current economic and soaal re-

m.irements in so far as they could be meaesured.

ri e mo Sgcnt necessity resulting from the present Ration

to remed"rhe serious numerical and quahtattve msufhc.ency of

rhp nirive teaching staff at all levels.

- Si To each sfudy course with a definite purpose, education^ vided for the less well endowed and for those who are

Libit to finish the course or to carry on their studies to he

ESS further level; this organization works concurrently with a

scheme of adequate selection and vocational guidance.

Education for Boys.

The effort accomplished in the past tended £
native popubtion, by providing elementary education, and to form the

SWA- ^ to graduaily constitute a

middle class, with an elite of skilled craftsmen.

Prospective achievements are:

General Education tor the Masses:

_ First degree Elementary Schools: 128 new classes, bringing the

total from 2.^4 to 2,462 classes.
. ^- Ordinary second degree Elementary Schools (for

not attain selection level): 110 new classes, bringing the total

from 549 to 659 classes.

Specialized Education for the Masses:

- Pedagogic Training Centers (destined to train supplementary

teacher* for the first degree Elementary classes)
: 5 new P.T.C

bringing the total from 5 to 10 and providing for the training

of 2 400 teachers in ten years.
, ,

- Schools for auxiliaries (training of native district assistants and

minor commercial agents) : 2 residential schools, as well as train-

ins centers organized at territorial level.

_ Courses for adults: about 40, to be organized among the circles

of "advanced" natives, the schools for auxiliaries and the work-

ers' camps.

Selective Education:

- Second degree Elementary Education (Selection classes: prepar-

ing for access to the various categories of selective and Secondary

education); 102 new classes, bringing the total from 24 to 126.
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— Training for teachers: 4 new schools, bringing the total from

2 to 6 and providing for the training of 800 teachers in ten years.

— Grammar schools (training for the office professions)
: 2 schools

which will train about 150 qualified clerks in ten years.

—. Technical Secondary schools: in addition to that of the Asrnda

School Group, a second school is to be established at Kitega,

which will provide for the training of some 600 students in the

course of the next ten years.

— Latin Grammar School: one in Ruanda (at a later date, another

one in Urundi).

Professional Education: See p. 31.

University Level Education: Its possibilities are being actively

studied.

Education for Girts.

The program chiefly tends to gradually raise the education of girls

to the same level as the boys' education, lis it is now considerably lower,

both in numbers and scope of subjects. This backwardness is mainly due

to the traditional lack of feminine emancipation.

Prospective achievements arc;

General Education for the Masses:

— Day-nurseries (for both sexes): they will be generalized in the

administrative and commercial centers, and in the vicinity of

missions.— First degree Elementary schools: 80 new classes, bringing the

total from 148 to 228.— Second degree Elementary Schools: 120 new classes, bringing the

total from 160 to 280.

Specialized Education for the Masses:

— Elementary domestic economy schools: 14 new pre-Eleroentary

schools, raising the total from 1 to 15, as well as 6 post-Ele-

mentary institutions.— Pedagogic Training Centers: 6, providing for the training of over

400 supplementary teachers.

General Selective Education:

— Secondary domestic economy schools: 2 new schools, raising the

total from 1 to 3,
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— Schools for teachers: 2 new schools, raising die total from 2 ro 4

and providing for the training of about 650 teachers.

Pwjassimal Education,

Contrary to general edi.ica.rion, professional educarion can only be

conceived as a means of satisfying certain economic requirements which,

in the native communities of Ruanda-Urundi, still prove to be extremely

limited.

The following program is a relatively modest start, for it would be

foolish to advocate more important achievements before the expansion

of native economy is really initiated.

Prospective realizations are:

— A professional school at Usumbuni, including apprenticeship

sections and 3 professional sections: woodcraft, iron and build-

ing,

— A professional school at Kigali, including apprenticeship sec-

tions: woodcraft, iron, mines and works.

— A professional section for woodcraft at Kitega.

— 21 apprenticeship workshops organized by the missions.

—
! 4 residential road-building yards, training road-snrveyors and

foremen.

— Territorial workshops, according to local requirements.

— A vocational guidance service at Usumbura.

9. SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ACTION

Social and cultural action in its various forms—the press, radio,

cinema, study groups, libraries, sports, social welfare work, enterprise

beards, workers' committees, labor commissions, etc.—prolongs and com-
pletes the action for the improvement of rhe factors of native welfare:

food and water supply, hygiene, education, etc.

For after having worked out a vast plan of action for bis benefit,

our task is to touch the native's soul in his daily life and surroundings and
to persuade him to accept the ways of thought and conduct on which

material and spiritual progress is founded.

As a consequence of the very restricted means mobilized, the re-

sults obtained up to date have been limited.

The Ten-Year Plan details the program designed to broaden and

intensify this action in the course of the next ten years. This scheme may
be outlined as follows:



Young Medical Assistants. At the AslM« school the mim

The Press.

The circulation of local papers in the native language will be

piJnted by rSisseminatiL of tracts and pamphlets upended either

roXmassL or for the more educated part of the population.

The Radio,

A public address station, equipped with a receiving and

set for die diffusion of local programs or retransmission by lo^Peake"

phced in che chosen centers, will be instituted
and

Kitega, in addition to the one now functioning at Usumbura.

The Cinema.

To the existing equipment, about 10 permanent installations with

projector and 2 mobile groups more particularly intended for the
:

customh

ruled populations, will be added 3 new permanent stations and a third

mobile group.

The Theater.

The theater being one of the most direct and suitable modes of ex-

predion to reach the soul of the people in this country, .t * intended
I

o

crea e a theatrical section composed of two mobile groups which wil

STbL«E and Urundi respectively. Subject-matter will be centered

on the various social and cultural themes.

Sports.
.

Considering the natives' increasing keenness on sports-especially

socce" exiting fields will be enlarged or equipped with lasting

nXials and new
g
ones will be constructed; the total figure IS to be

raised to 147 within ten years.

Libraries.

Four libraries for the more educated natives exist today; efforts will

be made to render them more popular, and further hbranes wd be estab-

lished in the territories that do not possess any yet. Further, literaryprizes

will be awarded each year by the Government to the Winners of com-

petitions organized with a view to the production of literary works m
the native language.

Clubs for "Advanced" Natives.

la addition to the 7 present clubs (of which 3 belong to the Gov-

ernment and 4 are due to private initiative), others will be instituted by
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the State, in view of the anticipated increase in the number of educated

natives.

Social Wc-lja-re,

The object of Social Welfare is to educate and aid the natives in their

material moral and social life. Its principal means of action consists in

promoting the native women's education as wives and mothers.

In Ruanda-Urundi, its action was limited until now to 2 "centres

extra-courumiers": Usumbura and Astrida,

Social Welfare action is to be extended to all "centres
_

extra-cou-

tumiers" of the Territory: Kigali, Nyanza, Kitega and Ngozi.

As the good work which can be accomplished in this wav is never-

theless insignificant, considering the extremely low proportion of the

women of the '"centres extra-coutumiers" by comparison with the total

feminine population, the creation of rural branches of the main Welfare

centers is contemplated. They will serve as Social Welfare training schools

for students who intend to become branch leaders.

Homes for the Old and Orphanages.

Two homes for the old will be built at Kigali and Kitega, as well

as two homes for orphans— in the same centers—in the course of the

next ten years.

Other Social Orgmizatinns.

The action of these various organizations—committees for
^

Labor

and native social progress, native enterprise boards, local workers' com-

mittees and native professional mule unions—will be developed and their

efficiency will be gradually increased in the course of the next ten years.

B. THE NON-NATIVE POPULATION AND COLONIAL
' SETTLEMENT

1. THE NON-NATIVE POPULATION.

On December 3h 1949, the distribution of the non-native popula-

tion was the following:
„ s1 im

European population r- MH ™ 5^-4%
oi the total non-native population.

Non-European population . IJU Of 25J£>

Mixed blood (mulartoes and half-breeds) .... 1,506 or 22.74 yc

Total 6,624

The following lines are a summary of the Ten-Year Plan's com-
ments on this population and its evolution:

(a) The European Population.

Since Belgium took over the administration of Ruanda-Urundi,
Belgians represent about one-third of the non-native population and two-

thirds of the European population, Among the other Europeans, the

most numerous fraction is formed by the Greeks (25.14%), followed

by the British (11,63%), the French (10,15% }, the U.S. Americans

(8,67%) and the Italians (8.28%).
A sure sign of the stabilization of the non-native population is

given by the increasing percentage of women and children who, at the end
of 1949, accounted for 55.41 % of the whole.

The distribution according to profession is as follows: Government
agents 17.99' r, company agents 32.22%, missionaries 28.40%, private

individuals, settlers and traders 21.36%'. In the course of the past ten

years, the- "company agents" and "private individuals, settlers and traders"

groups have considerably increased, as a result of the commercial and in-

dustrial expansion which characterised this period.

(b) The non-European Population.

This population includes mainly Indians ( 34.35% of the total num-
ber of non-Europeans) and Arabs (19.45% ), to which must be added a

few score other Asians (2.10% ) and Africans coming from non-border-
ing territories, as well as the half-breeds (40,97%) of Asian descent,

whose increasing numbers show that this population mixes with the
native population much more easily than the Europeans.

While the increase of the Arab population has hitherto been rela-

tively slow, the Indian group is rapidly augmenting.
By comparison with the whole, the "women and children" group

represents 67%, a sign of certain stability, while the number of children
(48.12$ of the group; is a token of great vitality.

This population is mostly engaged in trade. It includes a few crafts-

men,

# * i

The estimations of the Ten-Year Plan concerning the probable evo-

lution of the various groups of which the non-native population is com-
posed, are listed as:

Government Agents 1,000

Missionaries 800
Private Individuals, Settlers and Traders 1,000
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Company Agents ...

Without Profession

Non-Europeans

Mulattoes •

13,000 inhabitants.

2. COLONIAL SETTLEMENT

f i ?q 1949 there were 399 set-

According to ^tff^*^6^4s> be compared with

dcW in Ruanda-Urund, (1 distributed as follows: 139

1 wrrfet oer 2,363 natives in the UJngoj >,,.,. 67 .^cultural set-

X" ^ '^fjtg nZlf'lettllrs dicing one

tkts (16.9%). 57 craftsmen {H-h<->

of the liberal professions. fiimre possibilities or col-

As explained m the TenYear
obuin ;,lg in tUe Belgian

onial settlement are very drfl «eat tram ^ thc prospects

Congo: while, by reason ol *e h™a£™ ate extWmely limited a vast

for agricultural and stock ra sm£ sett orient
Qf ;ndustty .

Sal expansion
it is mentioned only as a

of forests.

«< **J^JS^ of setdement U warranted

In spite of its limbed poss.b
enti .,l educative value

ioRuanda-Urundi, in pwcate^T g wnlld be advisablc-

In order to determtne h«e
map divk1ing each

according to the Ten-Year Plan to to. S
' siom can be al owed

tory into: CD the regions
'„ [Uose regions which, though

C iL) the sparsely P?P°^h^S land to altow\ few concerto
populated, still contain "

â ely ™^le for forestry.

L granted, and m) the regie» »™S« which might be grantedV the populated r~
*^*^4*Sf would be subordinated to

would in no case exceed 12U acres
,

>

larcd districts, the con-

.ntensive cultivate of *^£j&FZg&> Arming conditions are

Sa'ttaS ^ re-timbering, they could be con-

those concessions ^»«y&?StaS surface of 500 acres

institute pilot-farms, of Wlucn -

56

1,500

3,000

3,500

500

2,000

_shou,d be insraned in each^^CSff
SS£ffl£wWW miih for rhe European populate

otpcoducuoapiop«^iDa^_«FJ* and the native co-

Concerning relations between colon at *
f fl[s and the

operatives, rhe best system to
d« °

fefe^^^SSM ^industrial colonists for

^tZ mining settlement,^-^S^t
portant in Ruanda-Urundt than m the Congo imvjU D ^

Commercid Settlement.

The re-groupingoi^**^
Of the territory's economic ^"W^^fE,^ acdvity and field of

ttT£SOZ£Z?£g& Jt ,nd it *

cation of trade centers, whose ™fe^£to*£5«* the non-

the end of 1952. As he cannot P™' ™> se™ '

d by a native corn-

native trader, instead ia«er

xncrcial agent or cap.ta, w«Hlfi£J ° S ^ aJ ( free

he would purchase products of narive ong.n.
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II.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PUBLIC SERVICES

A, TRANSPORTATION

INTRODUCTION

The mountainous configuration of Ruanda-Urundi makes it very

difficile to plot the layout of highways and railroads and to construct

them.

Remote from the sea, Ruanda-Urundi is not a land of transit; on the

contrary, it is situated at the terminus of the great communication lines.

Geographical If, its natural ports are Mombasa and Dar es-Salaam, although

allowance must be made for the fact that for the whole of Belgian Africa

Leopoldvillc is both the center of distribution of imported goods and the

•focal point where export goods converge.

On the other hand, inhabited by an exceptionally dense and scattered

population, this mountain country depends for its economic expansion on
an extensive network of communication lines, the realization of which
is facilitated by the considerable amount of available man-power.

At present, there are already 4,830 miles of carriage roads, which

corresponds to an average of 0.222 miles of road per square mile. The
road program detailed in rhe Ten Year Plan tends rather to the improve-
ment of existing roads than to the building of new ones.

Now before we consider the problem (if transportation in Ruanda-
Urundi, a preliminary question must be answered: how should exports

and imports be oriented? To rhe East or to the West?
From the geographical paint of view, the Territory belongs to rhe

hinterland of the Indian Ocean ports, the eastern highways being the

.shortest natural routes, involving the fewest reloadings and, in general,

the cheapest.

The comparison drawn in the Ten-Year Plan between the Usum-
bura-Dar es-Saiaam and rhe Usumbura-Matadi route (supposing the

construction of the new Usumbura-Stanleyvilie road to be already com-
pleted, as well as the straightening of the Usumbura-Costermansville
Road) gives us the following result, on the basis of the actual transport

costs in both cases: the unit cost of the Ton per mile is 2,173-5 francs (!)

by the Ustimbura-Dar es-Salanm line, and from 2,939 francs to 3,567
francs by the T Jsumbura-Costernvai'isville-Stanleyville-Matadi route.

At first view, the unit cost of the Ton per mile is clearly in favor

(IM dol]<ic=50 Belgian francs.
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plus cost of 300 to 400 francs perJon. minsportation

-
?
ie rE

te

s

b
t:ndt:rrot :n~ ofx^M!:
tern S UVent a

|

ld inCteaS£d "P

as exports by the western routes gradually mcrease.

In view of these ^X"^^-
to compete with the eastern lines.

L TRANSPORT BY ROAD

With its 4,840 miles of tends, Ruanda-Urundi has the densest system

of central Africa.
nfP,Pnt the characteristics of the

Unfortunately, none of^J£W^££ others are nothingr^^r^S o"!; sot^e place, Tne con-

but tmptoved ca ^k
;

5

th(fmilxl ,m,m load is 5 T. per axle on the

The specifications adopted by the len lear rm w

M highways and the feeder lines, are:

- maximum grade: 7%, exceptionally Sfo.

Zj&ff» fa Unes, with an additiona!

_ S^taS** the straight Hnes, with an additional

width in the curves.

The nature and thickness of the carpet will vary according to the

die following general *hem«
Stanleyville-Cosrermansville arterial

route

A
wfrhfflSK highway which will materially
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Improve communications with Matadi, the four most important routes

connecting Ruanda-Urundi with the overseas lands will be.

_ Shangugu (CostermansviUe) -Stanleyville-Matadi.

_ Kisenyi (Goma)-Stanleyville-Matadi.

— TJsumbura-Kieoma-Dar es-Salaam.
,

_ "mba-Mombasa via Masaka-Bukagara-Kisumu or w Kag-

era Port or via Kampala.

Ruanda-Urundi will in this way possess four principal exits: Shan-

eueu Kisenyi, Usumbura and Kakitumba.
,

.
f
,

g 6
Ttoe four points will be the origin of interior arterial roads which

Sw» connect the whole network and thus allow the hmter-

land limits of the four exits to be altered at will

Furthermore, the Usumbura-Shangugu arterial road will play an out-

standing economic role, in particular by servmg for local transport and

by Sdy connecting Usumbura with the (^t^txv\^t^m>

the achievements projected by the Ten-Year road

program in accordance with the general plan defined above:

Arterial Highways.

Highway A: Usumbura-Astrida-Nyanza-Kigali-Kakimmba

This is the present backbone route of the country; it will be rela-

tively easy to improve it and adapt it as a main highway.

Three alternates-from Usumbura at milestone 17 from milestone

43 CO milestone 50 and from Butarc to Kigali-will usefully shorten the

lay-out, and reduce the cost of carpeting and future maintenance as well

as transportation distances.

The various sections of this highway will mainly serve: to die South,

to drain products towards Usumbura; in the centre to act as a feeder-

line for highway C; to the North, to connect eastern Ruanda with Mom-

basa via Kakitumba.

Highway B: Kisenyi (Goma)-Ruhengeri-Kigah.

Considering the construction of the Stanleyville-Costermansville

arterial route in the Belgian Congo, it was decided that a branch of this

route should start from Wahkale to establish a direct connection with

Goma The Ruanda-Urundi B highway will constitute the prolongation

of this branch to the center of Ruanda, to Kigali, where it will rejoin

highway A.

Highway C: Shangugu (Costermansville) -Astrida, with a branch

to Nyanza.

This is a direct prolongation of the Stanleyville-Costermansville
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arterial route, k will utilize the by-out and roadbed of the Shangugu-

Astrida route, now under construction. A branch to Nyanza will also be

planned and constructed.

USUMBURA-COSTERMANSVILLE HIGHWAY

;

The ky-out by the Ruzizi plain is undeniably the most economical

in all respects, The present Usumbura-Kalundu-Uvira-Costermansviile

line' is 102 miles long, while the Usumbura-Coscermansvillc connection

through the plain will be 91 miles long.

Feeder lines

:

— Kibunjm-Kavonza, with a branch to Rwinkwavu: feeder-line of

highway A towards Kakitumba, and of Highway 33 via the

Kayonza-Kigali section of highway A.

— Muhinga-Ngozi-Kayanza: feeder-line of Highway A towards

Usumbura,
_

.

Ruyi^i-Kitega-Murann^a-Mwizinga: feeder-line or Highway A

towards Usumbura.

Mosso-htkc Nyanza: feeder-line enhancing the value of the Mosso

district.

# * *

The above program covers 881 miles of modern roads, of which

562 miles are existing roads which will be improved and 319 miles, pro-

posed roads to be constructed.

This work for the improvement of the road system with a view to

intense traffic by heavy trucks carrying up to 13 T. of net cargo, will cost

about one million francs, according to the detailed evaluation reproduced

in the Ten-Year Plan, But on the other hand, this modernization of road

equipment will lower the cost of transportation per T./milc,
_

increase

the economic area of exports and imports and contribute to raising the

standard of life of che natives, who will get a higher price for their

products and purchase trading wares at a lower rate.

2. WATER-BORNE TRANSPORT

Ruanda-Urundi has no natural or potential navigable rivers.

As for the Tanganika and Kivu lakes, which form two-thirds of

the total length of the western frontier, although they represent only a

short link of Ruanda-Urundi s outward transportation routes, their port
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ROAD Building. In the plains of the Ruzizi a bulldozer prepares

road that will make new regions accessible.



installat.ons are vital points in the Territory's network of communication

lineS

The nort of Usumbura is the only one destined to attain major im-

^
The prospective achievements detailed in the Ten-Year Plan are

summed up in the following lines;

Port of Usumbura.

The activity of this port, whose traffic bi 1949 reached 2-1261 Tons
incacciMC) t

imrort—almost three times the 19.y

Traflc may be expecred to double wito

Kn
aTU** its ianfttf» include a simple te»m*

Vjgj
* *fti ™ee yards of warehouses and a working area of 31,200 square

ard /^o ^i^ tay be moored and made fuse to the sides of the p«
This equipment is already insufficient today. Improvements are in

oroCre and ex nsions are considered: aggrandizement of the pier to

rapid circulation of trains between the quays and the store-

Home which will also be increased., The* amehora ions ^mi-
ready in hand and will permit a 30% increase ,n traffic w.Am .he next

tW°
Ktoeover, the construction of an inner harbor is contemplated to

provide for future requirements. A draft project V^rfrtSllSa
The first phase of this work-to be completed .» th<

:
eOUT* of

—will suffice to allow an estimated traffic of roO.OOO X a wax. the pro

no ed orehouscs will have an area of 27,600 square yards, of winch

n™* >™ds are 60 be bl,ilt up during the
'
st p

•

includes the setting up of 6 cranes.

For/ 0/ Ruvwnge.

This porr has only an insignificant traffic, in particular on account of

its total lack of equipment.

Considering the anticipated increase, in the course of the next ten

years of the agricultural production of the Bururi and togttJ*gW
which is partly exported through Rumonge, the port traffic could reach

10 to 15,000 5. m
P
order to handle tins traffic a 1 00 £ amete pi

and a 180 square yard storehouse are projected. In addition,

also contemplating a 120 square yard warehouse and a caterpillar crane.
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Port of Nyanza lake. .

xhe future valorization of dae ft*%*g£&£SA
traffic to this pott which now caters for the southern pans 0 ^
and Rutana territories. In «^^%°k?2.TmO foot pier, a 360

square yard warehouse and a caterpillar crane.

Port of Kisenyi. .

wtn she l tered bay whose shores offer great facilities for

Situated in a well sntiicreu
destined to expand and

the creation of pottWkmb* PO« « «™&5S o£ «be

ELKS whichS^S^ cLermansviUe to Staniey-

ville, will drain the exports »wards Mat«U
s A ^ ^

Envisioned equipment for K.senyi in W J

quily wall, a 900 square yard warehouse and an electric

Part of Kibenge.

traTK&"S -ft. «* . « <•» ** 500

square yard warehouse and a caterpillar crane.

3. MR ROUTES

Sta'e

A Usumbura-Kigorna connection is envisaged in the neat future;

iflcation 'adopted by V^S^S fcT Classf Astrida

(ICA.O.): Usumbura (C 2 Class), Kigali ^ o

(G 6 Class) and Kitega (G 6 Class).

Usumbura Airport.

As Usumbura has to meet the exigencies of a

traffic the construction of a new airfield has been undertaken, it IS now
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approaching completion, Its specifications are: width 330 feet, with a

gravel landing-strip 2,180 yards long and 170 feet wi<fe. To satisfy

C Class requirements, the width of the field will have to be increased to

500 feet, the length of the runway to 2,600 yards and its width ro 200

feet. Further, this airport will be equipped with the necessary buildings

and services: 'administrative and auxiliary services, hangars, workshops,

gasoline tanks, day and night ground-lights, meteorological and radio

coverage, etc.

Kigali Airport.

At present, this airfield only has a gravel runway 1,360 yards long

and 100 feet wick. Its adaptation as a G 6 class airfield wi'.l necessitate

transformations and in particular the lengthening of the landing-strip, to

be increased to 1,553 yards. These alterations will be carried out in 1$>52.

Astrida Airport-.

It is impossible to lengthen the present aerodrome at Astrida, which

is 870 yards long and throttles the expansion of the city. A new G 6 class

airfield 1,635 yards long will be constructed in the neighborhood in 1953.

Kitega Airport

.

The construction of a small G 6 class aerodrome of local interest at

Kitega is being studied. Proposed date is 1954.

Other than in the 4 centers mentioned, the question of local interest

airfields need not be considered during the next ten years, as Ruanda -

Urundi has a very well developed road system network. Besides, the

territorial capitals and the important posts are very close together and

the rugged surface of the country makes it very difficult to find fields of

sufficient length and access for modern planes.

The interior mail service is ensured either by weekly postal trucks

or by foot-couriers; the latter will be replaced in 1951 by a fleet of

side-cars.

As for the desirability for using helicopters for interior mail distri-

bution, or even for transportation of merchandise or people, it is rightly

nor considered in the program for the next ten years, on account of the

hazards which this relatively new form of aviation still presents in high-

altitude regions.
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B, THE PUBLIC SERVICES

1. TOWN-PLANNING

Town-planning may be defined as a method for rationalizing the

human occupation "of a territory in compliance with the principles of

aesthetics, public hygiene and economics.

In their present stage of evolution, the tropical countries are giv-

ing birth to human concentrations which organize themselves and de-

velop at a more or less accelerated rate.

In this respect, Ruanda-Unindi, a country hitherto without villages,

which is now being equipped and industrialized, is witnessing the crea-

tion of cities whose expansion may be extremely rapid. Haphazard

crowding in confined and unorganized areas is an obstacle to social evo-

lution. Therefore, the creation and extension of these cities must be con-

trolled.

This matter is ruled in the Belgian Congo by the Decree of February

21,-1949, not yet applicable to Ruanda-Urundi. The peculiar conditions

of the Trusteeship Territory will doubtless lead to the promulgation of a

separate decree for this region.

The urban centers of Ruanda-Urundi are yet new-born cities, but we

must anticipate their speedy growth.

Up ro dare, four of them—Usumbura, Astrida, Kisenyi and Shan-

gugu-—have been subjected to investigations on town-planning, in order

to collect the requisite elements for the drafting of a survey previous to

the drawing ur> of general plans of arrangement. We wall now give a

brief outline of the prospects considered in this regard by rhs Ten-Year

Plan.

Usumbura. the administrative capital and the principal port of

Ruanda-Urundi, and also its main commercial and industrial town, has

grown at a tremendous rate. Its position on lake Tanganika as a cross-

roads of overland and water-borne communications and a relay station for

the airlines, and the importance of its hinterland constitute securities for

a brilliant future. To be ready for it, the organic arrangement of the city

must be delineated by a very simple zoning: the labor quarters to the

North, with the industrial and port installations to the Northwest; to

the East, the residential quarters, extending southwards; in the center, the

commerci-.il and administrative districts.

Astrida, apart from its economic function as a compulsory gateway,

seems destined ro become a scientific city. The residential extension of

the city is possible to the Northeast, while the labor quarters develop to

the East. If the establishment of the scientific institutions is provided for

to the South and Southeast, the Northwest would be reserved for the in-

dustrial plants.
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Situated in one of the most beautiful sites of Central Africa, Kisenyi

presents a definitely residential and touristic aspect. Moreover, as the

harbor activity of Goma cannot expand any further, the activity of

Kisenyi port will be increased. Town-planning problems are urgent in

this center: demarcation of residential districts, extension of labor quar-

ters, delineation of industrial zones and their access to the port, etc.

As for Shangugu, a surburb of Costermansville, its planning mtis!

necessarily be subordinated to that of the neighboring city. Its develop-

ment will be influenced by a series of factors, such as the suppression of

die Kalundu-Kamaniola railroad, the Usumbura-Shangugu highway,

the Astrida-Shangugu-Costermansville arterial connection which will turn

Ruanda into its natural hinterland and give it an unquestionable eco-

nomic and residential importance.

Concurrently with the work relative to these four centers, other

localities of Ruanda-Urundi will also have ro be studied without delay,

with regard to the salient features and specific needs of each one.

2. STORAGE AND PRESERVATION OF PRODUCTS

In Ruanda-Urundi, owing to the scarcity of arable land, the density

of the population and the distance between consumption centers, the pro-

gram of agricultural food production tends only to cover the needs of local

consumption and accumulate sufficient stocks of foodstuffs to provide

against famines. Export of foodstuffs is only a secondary aim and only

concerns the possible surplus due to a good harvest and the stockpiled

foodstuffs when they are replaced by fresh products.

It was in view of these considerations that the Ten-Year Plan tackled

the problems of the equipment and management of storing and preser-

vation installations. Conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(a) SILOS.

Provisions include:

In the interior regions:

— 6 hangars or surface silos, built on the initiative of the Native
Welfare Pund and destined to store foods which will be pur-

chased to provide against shortages in production. Their total

surface is 2,1 60 square yards and they will provide for the loose

stockpiling of 1,500 T. of foodstuffs. This capacity may be
doubled in emergency cases.

— seed granaries, collective small-capacity granaries to be built in

native locations.
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Main Street of Usumbura. The constant increase of tourist traffic

provoked the construction of the two hotels shown in this photograph.



At Ustimbura:

— a battery of 6 vertical silos, with a capacity of 6,000 Tons, per-

mitting the stockpiling of:

— a permanent reserve of 4,000 T. of foodstuffs, in addition to

those of the interior.

— approximately 2,000 T. from the stocking hangars of the interior.

Certain silo elements may also serve for the stocking by private com-

panies of products allocated for Local industry or export.

(b) WAREHOUSES.

The program includes:

the aggrandizement of the customs warehouse at Usumbura in

1951. In view of the anticipated increase of the ports volume

traffic, the subsequent construction of 2 warehouses of 4,000

square yards each is envisaged.

the construction of a 240 square yard storehouse at the Ruhen-

gcri and Kakitumba customs stations of a 3<~~)0 square yard

storehouse at the Nyanza lake customs station and of a 180

square yard storehouse at Rumonge.

On the other hand, the transportation companies' plans are:

rhe CFL:—in aggrandize the existing storehouses and build new

storehouses at Usumbura; to erect a new storehouse at Nyanaza

lake and Rumonge.
— Otraco:—to erect warehouses at Kibuye and Kisenyi.

(c; FREEZING INSTALLATIONS.

The program envisions the construction of a 480 square yard cold

.store at Usumbura, destined rci preserve:

the cattle slaughtered for local and regional native consumption:

approximately 600 head per month.

choice meat imported from Marungu and destined for Ruanda-

Urundi and Kivu: approximately 100 head per month.

— a reserve stock of butter, cheese, etc.: approximately 20 T. per

month.
— fish: approximately 10 T, per month.

The installations will include a pre-refrigerator (2° C), a refrigerator

.(

—

1° C) and a congealing room (— 15° C).
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ing and a railroad concern at Usumbura,



Moreover, the Otraco and the CFL are considering the possibility of
fitting certain of their ships with cold rooms.

(d) TANKING AND DISTRIBUTION OF FUEL.

The current fuel consumption of Ruanda-Urundi and the eastern

Congo amounts to 71,000 two-hundred liter drums a year, the Trusteeship
Territory accounting for 36,000 drums. Accord ing to the Ten-Year Plan,

requirements may be expected to double within ten years, rising to about
15,000,000 liters for Ruanda-Umndi.

Up to date, gasoline—distributed in drums by companies established

in the Congo—is almost exclusively imported by the eastern route, with
the consequent disadvantage as to the unit cost of fuel,

Prospects of future improvement are based on the following projected
achievements:

— the completion of new installations at Der es-Salaam, providing
for direct unloading of sea-going tankers.

— the East African Railways' intention of commissioning the oil

companies to construct two 750 T. tanks, providing for the stock-

piling of 10,000 drums.

3. MAPPING AND SURVEYING

(a) Aerial Surveying,

Tie 1:100,000 scale map of Ruanda-Urundi drawn during the
period from 1920 to 1925 no longer meets present requirements, For it

is now becoming imperative to prepare maps for the arrangement of cer-

tain regions, to study new road lay-outs, to draw up geological maps and
cadastral surveys.

To achieve these aims, the Ten-Year Plan considers the establishment
of surveys from air photographs, with the co-operation of the Belgian
Congo Geographic Institute, which will be in charge of the shooting and
the preparation of the area, while specialized institutions in Belgium are

to ascertain precision details and carry out the drawing.
Contemplated work for the next ten years has been drafted, for the

Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. on the following basis:

— 1:100,000 scale maps: 185,000 square miles.

— precision work: 46,000 square miles, the order of priority for
various types of work to be determined by the General Gov-
ernment.
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For Ruanda-Urundi, the Ten-Year Plan considers the following

needs as the most urgent:

1:2,000 scale: map of urban areas 25 sq. m.

1:20,000 scale:

Lay-out of the Kigali-Nyanza road and Astrida-

Shangugu connection 1 30 sq. m.

Valorization of certain uninhabited regions 1,200 sq. m.

Mining cadastral surveys 3,000 sq. m.

(b) Cm!astral Surveys.

In addition to the new work which will be necessitated by the

economic expansion of the Territory, the activities of the cadastral serv-

ices in the course of the coming years will include the settfeiiaeftt of die

important cadastral litigation which for various reasons has been ac-

cumulating since 1932. This will involve:

— the measurement of rural properties totalling 3,320 acres.

— the measurement of registered plots located in commercial

centers.

— the drawing of district maps of urban areas.

— the drawing of district maps of the secondary administrative and

commercial centers.

4. GEOLOGY AND HYDROGRAPHY

t GEOLOGY

The Geological Service will have a three-fold function within the

general scheme of rhe Ten-Year Plan:

(a) to effect the geological and hydrographic research required

by the economic and social development of the Territory; from the geo-

logical standpoint, these research includes:

the local sources of fertilizers (in particular: lavas and potassic

pegmatite, phosphate minerals);

•— the deposits of limestone and calcareous tufas;

— the possible locations of Pozzolanic tufas;

— the secondary minerals;

— prospection in the Kakera National Park— (I).

(b) to assist other services whenever geological problems are raised

(I) See p. 70
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by their work. This would be particularly the case for the Mining Service,

the Public Works Service and the Agricultural Service.

(e) to carry out studies in pure geology, and in particular, to estab-

lish a general geological map of Ruanda-Urundi.
The Ten-Year Plan furnishes a detailed account of the increased

means suggested to enable the Geological Service to fulfil its mission.

2. HYDROGRAPHY

As explained in the chapter of the Ten-Year Plan relative to the

water supply (I), hydrographic action is particularly important in

Ruanda-Urundi, on account of the high density of its population and the
great difficulty of its supply in drinking water.

Work in this field is closely connected with geological research,

which it is intended to guide, at the same time contributing vaJuabJe
data to geological documentation.

Apart from these studies and research, the Geological Services will

play an important part in the execution of the water supply program,
by undertaking works involving soundings and underground pipings,

Its activity in this domain will include 24 pipings destined to bring
drinking water to urban centers and 1.062 pipings designed to improve
conditions of water catchment in custom-ruled districts. The Ten-Year Plan
gives a detailed account of the requisite means for the achievement of
these various works.

5. METEOROLOGY

The Meteorological Service can bring valuable assistance to other

public services and to a great number of private ventures. Such is the

case for agriculture, mining prospeetion, aerial surveying, sanitation of

the country by rhe elimination of germ-carrying insects, coverage of

aerial navigation.

The Service is particularly useful in Ruanda-Urundi, as the forecasts

it publishes will allow a better protective organization against famine
through appropriate and timely measures.

Finally, meteorology will contribute to solve certain problems such

as long-term forecasting of the regime of the Congo's tnbutar/ rivers and
lakes, of prospective droughts in certain parts of the country, etc.

The ten-year program of the Meteorological Service, whose net-

work in Ruanda-Urundi is closely connected with that of the Belgian

Congo, covers the following realizations:

(I) See p. 17

— Dchntcive installation, in 1950, of the Astrida and Kigali syn-

optic stations: improvement of the Usumbura synoptic station.

— Precision barometric survey of 15 Points of the Territory in

] 952-53.— In 1954-55, installation of 15 "secular" magnetic stations where

fundamental geodesic and gravimetric measures will be taken;

rhese stations will constitute the basic network for the prepara-

tion of die magnetic and gravimetric chart of the country.

In 1950-1956, modernization and standardization of the 87 ex-

isting climatological stations and creation of about 60 new ones.

— With the collaboration of Ineac and the future Belgian Congo

Hydrological Institute, equipment for the detailed study of the

schedule will be installed.

6. LONG DISTANCE COMMUNICATIONS

The long distance communications of Ruanda-Urundi form an ex-

tension of the Belgian Congo system, of which they constitute a section.

As early as 1934, the combined Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi

network was capable of ensuring radio coverage of aviation and of

establishing radiotelegraphic communications; from 1936 onwards, rhis

network was continually extended. Since the end of die second world war,

telephone communications showed increasing activity: the Leopoldville-

Rru.sscls connection was extended to the principal European countries and

to the United States; the Leopoldville-South Africa-Mozambic connection

was inaugurated; the connection of the main interior centers of the

Congo with Brussels via Leopoldville was progressively established.

Broadcasting has been organized since 1942 by the Long-distance

•Communications Service.

In brief, the program detailed in the Ten-Year Plan covers the fol-

lowing achievements:

Rad io-telegraph stations

:

radio-telegraphic installations at Usumbura, in the two Residence

capitals, in all territorial capitals and at the Kakitumba frontier

post; at present, only Rutana, Ruyigi, Nyanza, Muramvya, Bu-

banza and Kibuyc still remain to be equipped.

installaroti of a telegraph connection by teletype, using carrier

current, between Usumbura and Costermansville.

Radio guidance stations:

— for Usumbura: 1. plant for transmission in plain, 1 goniometer,

1 low-power radio beacon.

— for Kigali: 1 plant for transmission in plain, 1 300 watt radio

beacon.
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Telephone service:

In addition to the lines now working (Usumbura-Uvira-Kalundu

lines and Kisenyi-Goma service line), it is proposed:

— to equip the Usumbura exchange with automatic sets

— to establish a radio-telephone connection between Usumbura and

Albertville

— to install a telephone system at Astrida, Kitega and Kigali

— to prolong—by a carrier current equipment—the Otraco line

connecting Usumbura with Kamaniola to Costermansville, with

a view to setting up a telephone connection between Usumbura
and Leopoldville and Belgium via Costermansville.

Broadcasting service:

This service, which is now being organized and installed in

Ruanda-Urundi, will include:

— a technical service,— a broadcasting station, with a studio, at Usumbura.
— public address stations in the principal native cities.

///.

THE DEVELOPMENT OE THE VEGETABLE AND
ANIMAL PRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

In Ruanda-Urundi. the agricultural expansion, as well as the develop-

ment of stock farming, is dominated by the problem of overpopulation

and pastoral overworking.

According to the results of the estimated census of land occupation,

analyzed at length in the Ten-Year Plan, the situation at die end of 1949
was the following:

According to their natural destination, the soils could be divided

into:

25.28 * % unsuitable for agriculture or stockraising, and

74.72 /r potentially productive, whereof

41.43%' were naturally agricultural

2950 f
/;; were naturally pastoral

3-99%' were naturally forest

On the average, there arc 7.11 acres available for cultivation per
family and 4.02 acres of pasture land per head of cattle. Now in a coun-
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try like this one, from 5 to 12 acres of culture land are necessary for each

family, and an average of 7.4 acres per head of cattle. Which means that

in Ruanda-Urundi, out of a total of 780,000, 145,000 families are in ex-

cess, and that there is a surplus of 440,000 head of beef cattle of out a

total of 970,000.
t

. ,

Considering the gravity of this state of things, one ol the main ob-

jectives envisaged by the Ten-Year Plan is to offset this human overpopu-

lation and overstocking, which are the causes of the gradual decrease of

the soil's fertility,
%

In view of this aim, the program for agricultural development is

"based on the following notions:

— Natural conditions are accelerating the cycle of exhaustion of

the soil; preservation of the soils and adaptation of native agri-

culture are imperative problems.

— Too densely populated regions prove incapable of sustaining

their inhabitants on their own food production: the measures

adopted to combat famine must therefore be reinforced.

— The diversity of the climate makes it possible to divide the

country into regions of varied cultures: it is indispensable to

create complementary zones and organize both specialized and

mass productions.

Valuable agricultural products, capable of being locally valorized

by the incorporation of the highest possible portion of human

labor, are the only ones which could be exported; cultivation of

such products should return a sufficient purchasing power to

agriculturists to enable them to buy larger and more varied

quantities of foodstuffs than those they could reap on the lands

devoted to exports.

A. VEGETABLE PRODUCTION

1. AGRICULTURE

The main lines of the TeivYear Plan agricultural program can be

summed up:

— to preserve the soil and subsequently increase its yield per acre.

— to create complementary zones, some being selected for inten-

sified food production and others for export cultures or industrial

valorization.

— to prepare the regions that could eventually receive new inhabi-

tants, with a view to their re-population.
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ro relieve the over-populated zones unsuitable for export cultures

or industrialization, by causing the emigration of a part of their

population to less populated regions.

* -* #

In accordance with this general policy, the following results, of which

an extensive exposition is given in the Ten-Year Plan, are expected in the

course of the next ten years:— Progressive intensification of the native cultivation of the arabic

coffee-shrub" one of the few cultures which are well adapted to the

conditions of medium and climate and at the same time offer profitable

ourlets for an important production.

Current production is about 7,800 Tons of marketable coffee and

may rise to 1 5.000 T. in ten years' time.

The attempt to increase the coffee plantation area will take place

concurrently with the implementation of such measures as the in-

tensification of the light against antestia, the dissemination of rational

methods of trimming and a more judicious use of pesticides, as well as

the creation of a series of new mechanical depulping plants in native

communities. Target number of these plants is 170. and they shall be set

up by die "Ruanda-Urundi Office of Native Coffees,'* which is also in

charge of the verification of conditioning and of the classification of

coffees.

—- Extension of cotton farming, present production is 3,700 T. of

seeds. Considering only the agricultural prospects of the "Ruzizi plain, this

production will easily be increased to 9,000 T. within the next ten years.

Processing of this production—an oil-manufactory is soon to be established

in the Territory—will furnish 4,500 T. of manufactured cotton, 450 T.

of cotton-oil, 1.700 T. of cottonseed cakes and 225 T. of lincers,

Furthermore, research will be undertaken in the Mosso—now one

of the great depopulated regions of the counm—to discover whether it

might not also be suitable for corton growing.

— Improvement and possibly extension of robacco growing. Produc-

tion, which amounts to some lOO T. for rhe native plantations, might

easily be inn-eased provided reliable outlets are found. For this purpose,

an expert on strains and merhods of culture and processing will be com-

missioned to study the matter.

— Extension of rice cultivation, whose production, on account of

the valorization of the Ruzizi plain, will swell from 235 to some 2,750

T.; rice will also be re- introduced in rhe Mosso region.

Extension of the oil-palm cultures. The plantations, localized ex-

clusively in the low warm plains on the banks of the Tanganika lake and

on the surrounding foot-hills, will be increased from 650,000 to 1 mil-

lion plants.
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_ Production, which now represents 635 X of oil and 250 T of

palm-nuts, almost entirely of native origin, will probably attain 1,800 1

I dl and 700 T. of nuts in ten years' time; it wdl reach

3 000 and 1,000 T. when all the palm-groves will be in fui yield. As the

production increases, it will become more and more desirable to have oil-

manufactories equipped with centrifugal separators and the requisite

apparatus for the processing of palm-nuts
Pm ,

]irf;
. n- Extension and improvement of wheat cultivation. Paction

owine to increased area and yield per acre, might pass from 15,000 to

34 000 or even 38,000 Tons. A flour-mill is available for treatment and

stock-piling; the crude installations that exist m other places of the ler-

ritory wiU presumably also be improved later on.

_ Extension of barley production, according to sales possibilities

and in particular the prospective construction of European breweries in

the eastern part of the Colony. Production will attain 5,000 I.

Introduction of plantations of quinquina ledgermna and sucgiyu-

bra. Considering the high cost of quinine it appears advisable ^ persuade

the native populations to grow their own plantations for the. r needs when-

ever tlds culture is possible. The native production of quinquina, which

is only 20 T. of bark at present (production of European planrations is

m T ), might in this way reach 700 X in ten years' time.

— Increased production of fibers, according to the prospects of es-

tablish).^ local processing industries. Am„ng the native products the

"sida and "triumfetta ' species, as well as banana-tree hbers, seem to otter

interesting possibilities "of valorization. A rope-manufactory is already

active. Asack factory will soon be installed,

— Introduction or expansion of oil-yielding cultures, wherever out-

put is satisfactory. In particular; sunflower, peanut, soya and *>lza

Production of soya will be tripled, passing from 1,000 to ^,000 T.;

however should favorable economic conditions prevail--from the point or

view of prices nnd ourlets-it could easily be multiplied by ten.

Production of groundnuts might be doubled, passing from 5-500 to

1 I 000 T by means of large-scale publicity campaigns, followed up by

the introduction of new seeds in the native farming centers Two oU-

manufactories will soon be capable of producing edible Oil, whose pro-

cessing residue can be made into groundnut cakes of high nutritive value.

The eventual expansion of sunilower cultivation will depend on the

ourlets olTcred by die local oil-manufactories. Colza farmmg will be in-

troduced in so far as economic conditions favor this type of culture.

— Intensive development of agricultural food production in the

regions that appear most suitable to ensure the regular supply of other

regions.
.

This plan mainly concerns the production of corn which—by the

use of selected seeds, might Increase from 108,000 to 150,000 T.; of beans

and peas which—mainly" by the multiplication of more Productive strains

^coSld be respectively increased from 205,000 and 98,000 T. to 246,000
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and 117,000 T.; of cassava which by increased culture areas could be
carried from 958,000 to 1,258,000 T.; and of potatoes, which—by the

introduction of hardy strains—could progress from 93,000 to 250,000
Tons.

— Creation of native agricultural centers in the Imbo district (a
region to which the Ten-Year Plan devotes a detailed monograph); and
in the Mosso; the regions of Buogoma and the Akangam and Nyawar-
ongo valleys will be prospected for this purpose.

— Progressive re-grouping of the populations, in particular in the
Mumigwa and Kisaka districts; creation of demonstration villages in each
region.

— Irrigation works in the Imbo, Mossot Mutara and Buishaza;
study of irrigation possibilities wherever there appear to be any.

— Propaganda campaigns in favor of emigration to other regions
of a part of the population of the regions where human overcrowding is

particularly serious (Budaha, Bushiru, Rukiga, Umugongo, Bwanamukare,
Mircngc. Buyenzi )

.

# # #

By the implementation of this Ten-Year program, out of a total of
5,542.680 acres of naturally agricultural land, in ten years' time the
cultivated surfaces will pass from 3,257,930 acres to 3,590,400 acres,

representing a 10% increase of the area under crops.

As for production volumes, those of native agricultural foodstuffs
will increase by |1$ and the native export cultures by 155%. The total

value of these productions might thus increase from 3,667 million francs
to -1,955 million francs. Of the resulting premium of 1,289 million francs,

1,075 million francs would be due to increased agricultural food produc-
tion and 214 million francs to increased agricultural exports,

# * *

The implementation of the program advocated by die Ten-Year
Plan will require not only the increase of the European personnel but
also of native operatives. For this purpose, the agricultural training serv-
ice will be completed as follows:

— The training of native agricultural assistants—their number is

to be raised from 26 to 118—which is now being provided for

by the Agricultural Section of the Astrida School Group, will be
completed at the practical training school which Ineac proposes
to set up at Rubona;

— The training of native instructors—their number will be raised
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from 629 to 1,472—which was hitherto conducted by the

agronomists under whose guidance they carry out their work,

will henceforth be assumed by agricultural professional schools,

of which 5 will be instituted in the course of the considered ten

years.

2. SYLVICULTURE

In Ruanda-Urundi, the present forest is but a relic of the former

structures. The clusters that remain have a total area of 600 square miles,

scarcely of the total area of the Territory.

The Ten-Year program considered by the Plan with regard to sylvi-

culture, summarized in this section, is mainly concerned with the planting1

of woods, the production of firewood and the restoration of the forest

mantle.

Timber Production of l
!arc.\t-grorc\:

It does not even cover local consumption: most of the timber is

imported from the Belgian Congo. This situation renders ir imperative

to preserve and enrich the remaining forest-groves.

The program of forest enrichment includes the adjunction of 5 new
Jumber-yards—stretching over 1,020 acres—to the present two. At the

same time, the forest riches will be inventoried and assessed; certain areas

will be reserved and the exploitation of existing groves will be rationalized.

Virewood P ir/du ition:

This problem is viral in Ruanda-Urundi, above all because ir con-

cerns a vast native population.

Whatever the areas that may be re-timbered, they will not suffice to

cover the constantly increasing needs if wood is not rationally exploited

and used sparingly. That is why, as far as possible, it will be necessary to

substitute hydro-electric power for firewood and replace baked bricks by
other materials,

In order to cover the needs of the natives to the largest possible ex-

ten^ the present policy—consisting of imposing on communities the re-

rimbering of 2.5 acres per 300 taxpayers and furthering the planting of

trees in the vicinity of the homes—will be pursued. This method allows

us to anticipate, in addition to the approximate 81,500 that had already

been re-afforested in this way at the end of 1SM9, a further 50,000 acres

of native re-timbered groves.

Moreover, new re-timberings will also be carried out in the admin-
istrative posts for their own needs, which will raise their total from
2,000 acres to 7,750 acres.
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Restoration of the Forest Mantle:

Over 300,000 acres of present grazing land wilt have to be pro-

tected by a bush or shrub cover which will check an already excessive

degradation,

Applicable techniques will be tested by Ineac, which will select the

most suitable and economical protective timberings.

In the mean time, the Forest Service will immediately undertake a

vast program of preservation, mainly by protecting carefully chosen

groves. Within ten years, this action—destined to increase as quickly as

possible the percentage of forest land in the country—might cover an

area of 250,000 acres.

Furthermore, it will be necessary:

— to protect as scion as possible the chosen areas from bush fires;

— to perfect a method for the creation of anti-fire barriers

— to put certain residual forests in reserve, as well as regions of thick

savannah which are not yet protected;

— to girdle the springheads and other places where landslides occur

that may worsen erosion, and further rhe- development of a

vegetal cover.

B. ANIMAL PRODUCTION

1. NATIVE STOCK RAISING

Ruanda-Urundi is a country overburdened by cattle; there are only

4 acres per head of beef cattle, while according to the most moderate

estimations, an average of 7.4 acres is required.

This greatly affects the economic value of the livestock, which is

generally underfed and diseased, especially as the native, considering cattle

exclusively as a token of wealth and social prestige, will use any means to

prevent the killing of beasts of excessive age or of deficient constitution.

The result is that the number of animals slaughtered or sold for ex-

port remains substantially inferior to the normal livestock fructus, which

rapidly aggravates overstocking. That is why the Ten-Year program out-

lined here is centered on the resorption of excess livestock.

* # #

Salving of the Overstocking Problem:

Before the possibilities of pasture in the various regions of the coun-

try are assessed by the study which will be undertaken by Ineac, the

number of cattle to be maintained, considering the availabilities in pas-
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ture land, has been determined on the basis of 7.4 acres per head, which
reveals an excess of beef cattle amounting to 45.66% of the present live-

stock: the number of horned cattle should be reduced from 973,658
(the 1949 census figure') to 529,091, which implies the elimination of
444,567 head, or nearly 50,000 annually during 9 years. To this must be
added the normal frnctus of livestock, amounting to about 120,000 head
each year, so that the total annual elimination should be of 170,000
cattle, while present deductions for slaughter and export only account for
100,000 head. The 70,000 surplus head can only be eliminated by in-

creased slaughtering and sales for export.

The two principal means advocated by the Ten-Year Plan for the
reduction of the livestock are the suppression of the traditional custom
called "ubahaki"—a custom which solidifies the bonds gradually created
in (he course of centuries between the natives, on the juridical as well
as on the political and social plane, with reference to the cow—and the
organization of a rational economy based on the creation of a native
stock raising cooperative.

Selection and Betterment of Livestock:

This program will be brought into practice both on the two govern-
mental selection farms and in the native communities, where mass selec-
tion will include the re-institution of zoo-technical casting.

Improvement of Grazing IAnd;

Destined to improve livestock feeding, these provisions as explained
by the Ten-Year Plan, will include the following achievements, staggered
over ten years:

— draining of a total area of about 5,000 acres, mostly in the wide
marshy valleys of the country;— clearing of undergrowth, followed by rational valorization, of

about 37,000 acres in regions of light savannah;— irrigarion of over 245,000 acres, in order to offset the effects of

the protracted dry season.

Improvement of Stock Raising Conditions:

Tii is program, destined to remedy progressively the deficiencies due
to unsatisfactory customary methods of animal farming, will be imple-

mented by the installations, in the natural agricultural regions, of com-
bined arable and livestock farms and, in the natural pastoral regions, of
livestock farms.

The success of this program will depend on the application of ra-

tional stock raising practices: methodical rotation of pastures, hay-tossing

and ensilage, control of bush-fires.
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Disease and Parasite Control:

The current research on livestock diseases carried out by the vet-

erinary laboratory—a new one is to be established at Astrida—shall be

intensified.

The light against diseases will be promoted by the increase of rural

veterinary dispensaries, which will number 60 instead of the present 28,

This also applies to the fight against diptera and disease propagators,

particularly ricks. Their destruction will be facilitated by the installation

<if 80 dipping tanks in the various stock raising districts.

Organization of Livestock Economy:

The present demands on the cattle stock amount to about 100,000

animals, of which 80,000 are slaughtered and 20,000 are exported to

the Belgian Congo.

A scheme aiming, as explained above, to raise these annual demands

to 170,000 head of butcher's meat will call for an adequate commercial

organization and equipment. Hie following measures are envisioned:

multiplication and equipping of cattle markets, which will total 38,

re-institution of regulations imposing maximum and minimum sales prices

for cattle and control of their application by the veterinary service, mul-

tiplication of slaughter-houses and yards.

The problem of outlets for cattle meat is not relevant, for local con-

sumption can absorb increasing quantities of meat of native origin, If

increased exports of fresh meat became possible later on, the Belgian Congo
would represent a considerable potential demand.

More or less important refrigerating plants could only be considered

to the extent required by the disposal of meat on external markets (J).

Milk and By-products:

The present supply of milk from native stock raising farms is negli-

blc, as the average yield of a milch cow does not exceed 1 to 1.5 liters a

day, which corresponds to a total production of about 45 million liters,

the major part of which goes to feed the natives and the calves.

Within ten years, average daily milk production could be raised to

3 liters per cow, which for 150,000 milch-cows, would correspond to an

annual production of 135 million liters. Of this total, 40 million liters

would probably be reserved for the feeding of the calves, 80 million for

native consumption and 15 million for the manufacture of butter, cheese

and other by-products.

Hides:

The preparation of hides in native communities shall be improved
by increasing the number of drying-sheds. Current exnorts totalled

1,062 T. of cattle hides and 149 T. of goat skins in 1949.

(J J See pp. 50 • 52
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* * *

The means suggested by the Ten-Year Plan for the implementation

of the program outlined above include important increases in the Euro-

pean veterinary staff. The number of native assistants, trained at the veter-

inary section of the Astrida School Group, will also be augmented. Con-

templated increase is from 44 to 122 agents, among which there will be

65 assistant veterinaries, 28 veterinary warders and 24 veterinary male

nurses.

2. FISHING AND PISCICULTURE

Fishing and pisictilture must be developed for the benefit of the na-

rive, for they can supply him almost without effort and at a very low

cost, with a complement of food which will reduce the deficit in animal

proteins.

This is partcularly true in Ruanda-Urundi, an overpopulatcd country

where land and pastures are lacking, but where natural lakes and flats

abound.

Let lis now sum up the realizations envisaged by the Ten-Year Plan

in this respect:

(a) Fishing:

Lake Tanganika.

Development of fishing in this lake, with an area of 640 square

miles within the territorial borders of Ruanda-Urundi, is based on the

conclusions of the hydro-biological research mission which studied jr in

1947 and whose report issued in July 1950 contained important preci-

sions on ' ngdala" hshing in the lake and on the best methods to exploit

this possibility in a rational way.

According to this report, the lake's biological capital, even without

considering the enormous reserves represented by the deep waters—about

4/5 of the total volume—is such rhat at least 30,000 Tons of "ngdala" can

be fished each year without danger of exhausting the supoly. Out of this

quantity, Ruanda-Urundi's share would be about 7,500 T.

To promote, among the coastal populations, an increase in fishing

capable of attaining this figure, action will be taken by successive phases

to encourage existing fisheries, to improve die material conditions of

fishing, and finally, to organize a complete system of exploitation.

Lake Kivu.

Fishing in this lake, which is poor ill fish and where hydro-biological

study has not yet been undertaken, might be developed with the help of

better fishing requisites.
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The Interior Lakes.

They contained only catfish and various unsavory kinds of fish

before die Administration introduced tilapia fry in some of there in 1936-

The stocking in fish of lake Moiiasi was particularly successful, but

limuological studies will have to be undertaken in order to determine

the adequate measures to restore the balance of the biological cycle.

(b) Pisciculture;

Systematic extension of pisciculture in native surroundings will be

intensified by various means, of which the school is the surest and most
rapid,

Before entering the phase of extension proper, it wiJ be necessary

to set up principal fish breeding centers. One already exists in Urnridi and

another one is to be installed in Ruanda. Species selectee by the Elisa-

berhvillc Station for pisicultural research will be experimented with

in these centers and adapted to local conditions, with a view to

providing the subsidiary fish-breeding centers (6 are to be estab-

lished) with the most appropriate species. The latter centers will in their

turn supply alevins for the native fish hatcheries, which will be con-

structed under the supervision of the piscicultural agents and their as-

sistants.

* # *

The accomplishment of the Ten-Year program outlined above will

raise the total production of fish—about 2,000 T, in 1949—to 17,500 T.

at the end of the next ten years, This quantity can be estimated at over

100 million francs and represents 2,100 T. of animal proteins.
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IV.

MirlWG, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL EXPANSION

t THE DEVELOPMENT OF MINING

The mining industry in Ruanda-Urundi, though fur less important

than tne Belgian Congo mines, nevertheless occupies an outstanding

plao
- in the Territory's economy; in 1949, with some 2,000 T. of exported

minc'^'K it accounted for $0% of the total value of exports and intervened

co c
],e rune of 38 million francs MS the public revenue, which means that

jt represented about 14$ of the receipts budget of Ruanda-Urundi.

The evolution of production is recounted by the Ten-Year Plan

since' ' rs inception: it reached a value of 166 million francs in 1949, cas-

Slteiite
production (2,267 T. j accounting for about 130 million francs,

over 80% of the total. The same year, wolfram production reached 200

•p. aiid gold, 235 T.
' '

In order to maintain and increase the present production level, it

w j][ be necessary to intensify research and prospecting and make cheap

h.^o-electric power available to the mining industry.

According to the Ten-Year Plan, ir is particularly imperative to

pr0Jiiote an important development of research, by reason of the

cx ] 1;
itistion of alluvial deposits, which were naturally the fust to be dis-

t0v^red and exploited, especially as in the course of the war years opera-

were called to intensify their production.

To this end, in addition to the program of studies and geological

reseuch assumed by the Government, the Ten-Year Plan envisions

t ]ie organization of a prospecting mission by the Geological Service in

Ka£er.i National Park in 1950 and 1951, since the discovery of important

m^ral lodes would favorably influence jrhe economy of a poor country

wri ;.:h urgently requires the valorization of all its natural resources. The

j-csi:
lts obtained at the end of these two years will furnish indications

on :he interest of proceeding to a systematic prospection, which could

rh ei i be entrusted co an organization instituted under the aegis of the

fa* . ,

Moreover, all over the Territory, an important research program is

kei ;

ig considered by the various mining ventures.

The main problems of exploitation analyzed by the Ten-Year Plan

with labor, power and transportation.

Labor employed in the country's mining concerns totaled over

15^00 natives in 1949. The productivity of this man power is much
than in die Belgian Congo, a fact which is due not merely to the

S0E etimes primitive conditions of working and the technical difficulties

encnintered by certain concession holders, but mainly to the low physical
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capacity of the workers, their instability and inadequate technical ability.

The different achievements advocated by the Ten-Ye.u Plan—in particu-

lar in the fields of nutrition, public health and education—are intended

to remedy progressively these deficiencies.
_

On the other hand, the Ten-Year scheme for the improvement of

the road system will create better economic conditions for the transporta-

tion of minerals and mining requisites, as well as of the workers food

SUPP
finally. the electrification of the country, through the utilization of

me Ruzizi River's hydro-electric resources, will answer one of the essen-

tial requirements of mining: a plentiful supply of cheap current.

2. INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL EXPANSION

The expansion of industrial and commercial activity—on which the

Ten-Year Plan furnishes important statistics—has been especially appre-

ciable since the last war: from 1939 to 1949, the number of lirms rose

from 4 L)2 to 883; the increase of industrial ventures in the same period

was particularly remarkable, their number passing from 75 to 298. At

rhe end of 1949, capital invested by firms with their headquarters in the

Territory amounted to about 787 million francs, and capital invested by

firms with their headquarters in rhe Belgian Congo to about 175 million

fniIU

Exports from Ruanda-Urundi attained 72,2 L7 T. in OT««t* «

total value of 731 million francs, while imports reached 57..04} T., with

a value of 806 million francs. If we compare the figures for external

trade during the last ten years, we can observe that over this period ex-

ports increased 3 times in quantity and 8 times in value, while imports

increased 4 times in quantity and 10 times in value,
§

Current exports only represent a small part of the Territory s total

production, estimated at nearly 3 million Tons and consistmg, for die

greater part, of the food production consumed by the population. Cottee

and cassitente constitute the most important fraction of these exports:

in terms of value, these two commodities represent respectively 32fo

and 17% of the total exports, i.e. 49 r
h together.

.

As for the internal market, which is a function of the purchasing

power its present degree of importance can be measured by assessing the

native' net income (that is to say, excluding the value of the production

directly consumed by native producers or traded among natives), which

is analyzed in detail by the Ten-Year Plan. This income can be esti-

mated, for 1949, at 683,708,000 francs. .

The greater part of the resources in cash acquired by the natives

serves to buy trading wares, also estimated by the Ten-Year Plan. These

evaluations show that at the present time Ruanda-Urundi's internal market
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is already capable of absorbing a potential consumption of approximately

600 million francs, of which 60% would be spent on clothing.

The expansion of outlets, both internal and external, is closely con-

nected with the intensive valorization of local productions. This will be

the work of private enterprise, which the State should instigate* stimu-

late and assist within the limits of its function.

Today already, a survey of the Territory's peculiar economic factors

reveals the interest of three important industrial combines: installations

for the processing of meat and its by-products, fertilizer works and sugar

factories. We must also mention the industries which will normally be

set up as a result of the development of industrial cultures (I). We may
also anticipate the creation of a certain number of handicraft workshops

which will cater to the internal market. Finally, we may expect the

economic development initiated by the Ten-Year Plan to lead to an im-

portant expansion in the production of requisites and building materials

(cement, various materials, carpentry, etc).

# * *

The following paragraphs outline the measures to be implemented

by the Public Authorities, as advocated by the Ten-Year Plan to stimulate

the industrial and commercial expansion of the Territory:

— the creation of an "Office for the valorization of Ruanda-Urundi

native agricultural and livestock production" whose role, fully

explained in the Ten-Year Plan, will be to promote this valoriza-

tion and develop internal and external outlets.

— the creation of native cooperatives, whose specific field in Ru-
anda-Urundi is rural economy. In particular, it is proposed to

create cooperative associations of cattle breeders, as well as

cotton and coffee producers cooperatives.

— the electrification of Ruanda-Urundi, by harnessing the hydro-

electric resources of the Ruzizi River. According to the detailed

exposition given in the Ten-Year Plan, the works—to be achieved

in the first four years of the ten year period—will include two

main power supply lines: one for the supply of Usumbura and

the other for North Ruanda, delivering current to Astrida, Ny-
anza, Kabgaye and Kigali, and to the mining works situated in

this part of the country.

(I) See pp. 57-62
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V.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

1 . THE PROGRAM OF THE INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC

RESEARCH IN CENTRAL AFRICA (I.R.S.A.C.)

The "Institute for Scientific Research in Central Africa," established

by die Decree of the Regent dated July 1, 1947, has at present three

scientific research centers available for the study of the region to the East

of lakes Tanganika and Kivu: at Astrida, Uvira and T.wiro; ail three will

be largely devoted to the srudy of the problems of Ruanda and Unmdi.
Furthermore, three permanent study stations, under the administrative

control of the Astrida center, will be set up very soon, in the Mutnrn and
Mosso districts and on the Congo-Nile ridge. This system of centers and
stations will make it possible, thanks to a progressive increase of the
managing staff of research -workers and technicians in the course of the

next ten years, to carry out Che program envisioned by the Ten-Year Plan,
in close cooperation with the Government services and other public
organizations. The main lines of this program are:

(a) Study of Physical Condi!! oris,:

— a complete geographical survey, including the synthetic study of
African rift.

— specific studies in general geology, in particular the study of the
stratigraphy of the Ruzizi and Unmdi basins and the consequent
intrusive magmas and mineralizations.— demarcation of the natural geographical and geological regions.

— the meteorological and climatological study of the various regions
of Ruanda-Urundi, by the creation of 3 main meteorological sta-

tions and 3 secondary stations, as well as of an observatory con-
nected with the one at Uccle.

— hydrographic studies: exact delineation of hydrographic basins,

assessment of the flow of the various rivers, assessment of the
water schedule of the different natural regions.— study of the natural vegetable cover,

(b) Study of Natural Condi/-ions:

— study of the vegetable medium; in this respect, Irsac wall ful-

fil a complementary task, in particular in the field of botanical
smdies: inventory of the fluora, study of aquatic vegetation,
study of higher mushrooms, study of the alterations of the soil
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in terms of the content in mineral substances of nutritional veg-

etals, botanical and pharmacological study of native medicinal

plants.

— study of the animal medium: study of animal associations and

their geographical dispersion-area, as well as of their possible

uses for human economy; creation of a few small flora and

fauna reserves in sparsely populated regions, study of the dis-

tribution of germ carrying invertebrae, hydrobiological explora-

tion of the lakes of eastern Ruanda and of the major rivers.

— study of the microbiological medium, already initiated at the

Astrida microbiological laboratory, under whose supervision the

production of yeast-proteins will be considered. In connection

with microbiology, research will also be effected in the field

of virology and human and veterinary tropical pathology.

(c) Study of Human- Conditions:

— physical anthropology; somatologic study of the population.

— physiologic examinations, completing somatometric observations.— study of nutrition, by means of dietetic surveys, whose syn-

thesis will furnish practical indications on the improvements to

be brought about in the diet of the populations.

— human paleontology: research on the prehistory of Ruanda-
Urundi. which offers particular interest in this respect, by rea-

son of its position at the junction of central and Fast Africa.— social sciences: studies in social anthropology, as well as in the

field of related sciences, such as history, prehistoric archae-

ology, human geography, psychology, demography, statistics.

2. THE PROGRAM OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
AGRONOMIC STUDY IN THE BELGIAN CONGO

More dian anywhere else, it is imperative in Ruanda-Urundi

—

where the danger of famine is permanent—to practice rational methods
of cultivation, based on the doctrines and findings of a scientific re-

search institution. This task has been entrusted to the "National Insti-

tute for Agronomic Study in the Belgian Congo" which has been com-
missioned to administer 3 agricultural research stations in Ruanda-
Urundi: Kisozi, Rubona and Nyamyaga. Thanks to these stations,

Ruanda-Urundi has been able to reap advantages from the work done at

the Institute in the Belgian Congo, and will benefit by the future de-
velopment of its activities, as envisioned by the Ten-Year Plan and sum-
marized in this section.
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(a) Development of Agricultural Food Production Practices:

— Selection and qualitative improvement of food production:
control of results in local canters for seed selection and repro-
duction, multiplication of the best strains in native surroundings
(the last two phases devolving on the Agricultural Service).— Improvement and mechanization of agricultural food produc-
tion: recognition of the rules of soil preservation and appli-
cation of the best methods in native locations, creation at Rub-
ona of a center for adapting in Ruanda-Urundi the various
methods of agricultural mechanization that will be studied in
the Congo.

— Preservation of food commodities: the methods studied in the
Congo will also be disseminated by the Rubona adaptation
center.

— Use of fertilizers: the adaptation of the formulae worked out
in the Congo will be studied in Ruanda-Urundi stations, as

well as the investigation of local possibilities of fertilizer pro-
duction,

— Fight against diseases and depredators: a laboratory will be
equipped at Rubona to control the application of the results

obtained in the Congolese laboratories,

(b) Development of Indus/rial Cultures:

— Selection of strains and improvement of cultivation methods, by
the organization nf a scheme of local experiments to test se-

lections in the various ecological environments and ensure the
reproduction of the best acclimatized strains,

•— Improvement and mechanization of agricultural work: the re-

sults of the contemplated research on food crops will gen-
erally be applicable ro industrial cultures. Mechanization wiil be
studied for the processing or drying of certain products.— Use of mineral fertilizers: the basic research will be effected
in the Congo; the adaptation of fertilizer formulae to the ex-
igencies of each ecological medium will be pursued by means
of local tests.

— Fight against diseases and depredators: the means of control
elaborated in rhe Congolese laboratories will be applied to
Ruanda-Urundi.

(c) Social Development:

— Native farming: establishment of pilot-villages in the vicinity
of Ineac stations, in order to progressively offset the conse-
quences of the dispersion of populations and fertile soils.— Improvement of rural habitat. In particular, research will be
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undertaken on building materials, stalling practices, ere.— Creation of an agricultural practical training school at Astrida,
where agricultural and veterinary assistants will go through
their period of probation after leaving the Astrida school.

(d.) Improvement of Stock Raising and Study of Zootechnic Problems:
~ Improvement of grazing land and cattle feeding: assessment of

the feeding capacity of natural circuits, study of the methods of
preparation, treatment, protection and improvement of these
circuits, creation of artificial pastures.— Selection of native cattle breeds.— Trial acclimatization of various rypes of cattle, in particular of
African or imporred country races, or of European ameliorated
races, and crossbreeding with the local race,— Research on milk products and by-products; creation at Ru-
bona of a laboratory, in particular to study miik-collecting prac-
tices as well as methods of processing and conditions "of by-
products manufacture.

<c > RwUHMon. of Agricultural Terrains and Demarcation of Natural
Agric-Hli'ird Districts :

— juospection of soils by a pedo-botanical mission which will
determine inter-relations between the soils and their natural
vegetation,

— study of pedological characters: a laboratory for pedological
analyses will be equipped for this purpose at Rubona.— development of the eco-climatologic network.
organization of experiments in agricultural planning and valori-
zation of sparsely populated regions ( Bugesera, Murarn, Mosso).

f f j Fores/ Problems

:

— Their study will involve the creation by Jneac of a forest re-
search station, which will include, apart from the arboretum at
Astrida, a 590 acre area on Mount Huye and a section of the
forest on the Congo-Nile ridge (to be specified).

n,

THE MEANS.

I. BUILDING REQUISITES

The value of the constructions detailed in the Ten-Year Plan,
both for Government services and State-controlled organizations totals
24.228,640 dollars.

The average labor required for these constructions can be put at
•4,340 full work-days per year.
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The necessary materials can be estimated at a total of 182 million
bricks and 310,470 cubic yards of quarry stones.

2. REQUIREMENTS IN PERSONNEL

According to the detailed summary drafted in the Ten-Year
Plan, m order to ensure its integral fulfilment, the European managing
staff will have to be raised to 913 agents, while the staff considered in
the 1950 budget totalled 438 agents.

As for the native staff, which the 1950 budget fixed at 4,890 agents,
according to the provisions of the Ten-Year Plan, it will have to be
raised to 8,227 agents within ten years, without including hired day-
Jab. >r, which will have to attain a yearly average of 10,000 full work-
days per year.

3. FINANCIAL DEMANDS

The total expneditures which will be incurred both for the imple-
mentation of the various schemes envisioned by the Ten-Year Plan and
by reason of the direct and indirect incidence of the Plan on Govern-
ment or Government-controlled services, are summed up in the an-
nexed tables, reproduced from the Ten-Year Plan.

They show that investment expenditures will total 73 405 600
dollars, of which 55,405,600 dollars will be exclusively incumbent on
rhe public budget, the rest proceeding from the anticipated intervention
of various state-controlled organizations which will contribute ro im-
plement the Plan, and from previously obtained credits.

Amortization over 25 years, supposing that Belgium is to bear the
burden ol rhe interests, would correspond to an annual amortization
amounting to 66.5 million francs in 1959. the first year of amortization.

If we make allowance for this onus, and for rhe fulfilment of rhe
Ten -Year Plan, rhe expenditure budget of Ruanda-Urundi would reach
the figure of 642 million francs in 1959, while on the other hand, ac-
cording to rhe very prudent estimates computed in the Ten-Year Plan,
budgetary receipts might at that time approximate 700 million francs'
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TABLE OF INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES

(thousands of

francs)

I Investments of the Ten-Year Plan (1950-1959)

Hygiene 497,656

Hygiene 497,656

Education , 210,848

Social and cultural action 67,760

Transport by road 1,025,070

Water-borne transport 61,800

Air routes 161,523

Town-planning 1,500

Storage and preservation of products 20,000

Mapping and surveying 6],400
Meteorology—Long-distance communications 34,623

Geology ,840

Hydrography 147,045

Agriculture 141,872

Sylviculture 2,600

Stock Raising 106,506

Fishing and pisciculture 19,200

Mining development 9,700

Water" supply 428,645

Industrial and commercial expansion

— Valorization Bureau „,., 4,800
— Electrification of Ruanda-Urundi 300,000

INEAC 92,550
IRSAC 26,250

Sub-total I....,-.. 3
:
422,188

II. Investments outside the Ten-Year Plan

Sub-total II 248,092

General total (1,11) 3.670,280

or.... $73.405,600

TABLE OF RECURRENT EXPENSES

(thousands of

francs)

I Services of the Ten-Year Plan (1950-1959)

Hygiene 452,228

Education 217,284

Social and cultural action 80,897

Air routes 48,155

Town-planning , 12,000

Meteorology—-Long-distance Communications .... 59,170

Geology , 11,380

Agriculture 217,998

Sylviculture 38,390

Stock Raising 102,220

Fishing and pisciculture 42,775

Industrial and commercial expansion

— Valorization Bureau 48,000

INEAC .... 179.150

IRSAC 139,328

Sub-total 1 1,648,975

II. Services outside the Ten-Year Plan

Sub-total II 57,170

General total (I, II).... 1,706,145

or.. ..$34,122,900
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